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Abstract

Here, we study games of incomplete information and argue that it is important to correctly

specify the “context” within which hierarchies of beliefs lie. We consider a situation where

the players understand more than the analyst: It is transparent to the players—but not to

the analyst—that certain hierarchies of beliefs are precluded. In particular, the players’ type

structure can be viewed as a strict subset of the analyst’s type structure. How does this

a↵ect a Bayesian equilibrium analysis? One natural conjecture is that this doesn’t change

the analysis—i.e., every equilibrium of the players’ type structure can be associated with an

equilibrium of the analyst’s type structure. We show that this conjecture is wrong. Bayesian

equilibrium may fail an Extension Property. This can occur even in the case where the game is

finite and the analyst uses the so-called universal structure (to analyze the game)—and, even,

if the associated Bayesian game has an equilibrium. We go on to explore specific situations in

which the Extension Property is satisfied.
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1 Introduction

This paper introduces a novel robustness question for the analysis of incomplete information games.

It focuses on a situation where the analyst correctly specifies the exogenous parameters of the game

and the players’ hierarchies of beliefs, but misspecifies the context within which these hierarchies

lie. Are the analyst’s predictions robust to misspecifying the context of the game?

To better understand the robustness question, consider the following scenario: Nature tosses a

coin, whose realization is either ✓ or ✓. Each of two players, Ann (a) and Bob (b), payo↵s depend on

the realization of the coin toss. But, they each face uncertainty about the realized toss. Thus, Ann’s

(resp. Bob’s) behavior will depend on her (resp. his) belief about the realization of the coin toss.

But, her behavior may also depend on her (resp. his) belief about Bob’s (resp. Ann’s) behavior.

And so on. Thus, analyzing the game requires specifying the players’ hierarchies of beliefs about

the realization of the coin toss.

A type structure can be used to implicitly describe these hierarchies of beliefs. Figure 1.1 gives

an exmaple: There are two possible types of Ann, viz. ta and ua, and one possible type of Bob,

viz. tb. Type ta (resp. ua) of Ann assigns probability one to Nature choosing ✓ (resp. ✓) and Bob’s

type being tb. Type tb of Bob assigns probability 1
2 to “Nature choosing ✓ and Ann being type

ta” and probability 1
2 to “Nature choosing ✓ and Ann being type ua.” So, type tb of Bob assigns

probability 1
2 to “Nature choosing ✓ and Ann assigning probability one to ✓” and probability 1

2 to

“Nature choosing ✓ and Ann assigning probability one to ✓.” And so on.

�a(·) (✓, tb) (✓, tb)

ta 1 0

ua 0 1

�b(·) (✓, ta) (✓, ta) (✓, ua) (✓, ua)

tb
1
2 0 0 1

2

Figure 1.1: Type Structure

In the example of Figure 1.1, there are only two possible hierarchies of beliefs that Ann can

hold and only one possible hierarchy of beliefs that Bob can hold. When the analyst models the

game with this type structure, there is an implicit assumption: This is the set of hierarchies of

beliefs that the players consider possible. Formally, this means that there is an event about beliefs

which is commonly believed amongst the players. (See Battigalli, Brandenburger, Friedenberg and

Siniscalchi (2012, Chapter 4).)

Why might such an event be commonly believed amongst the players? We view the specified

game as only one part of the picture—a small piece of a larger story. It sits within a broader

strategic situation. That is, there is a history to the game, and this history influences the players’s

beliefs. As Brandenburger, Friedenberg and Keisler (2008, p. 319) put it:

We think of a particular . . . structure as giving the “context” in which the game is

played. In line with Savage’s Small-Worlds idea in decision theory, who the players are
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in the given game can be seen as a shorthand for their experiences before the game.

The players’ possible characteristics—including their possible types—then reflect the

prior history or context.

Under this view, the type structure reflects the context of the game. (See Battigalli and Friedenberg

(2012, N.d.) for a more complete discussion.)

We focus on the case where the analyst misspecifies the context of the game. Specifically,

consider the following scenario: The analyst looks at the strategic situation and the history. Perhaps

the analyst even deduces that certain hierarchies are inconsistent with the history. But, to the

players, it is transparent that other—that is, even more—hierarchies are inconsistent with the

history. Put di↵erently, players rule out hierarchies the analyst hasn’t ruled out.

�a(·) (✓, tb) (✓, tb) (✓, ub) (✓, ub)

ta 1 0

ua 0 1

�b(·) (✓, ta) (✓, ta) (✓, ua) (✓, ua)

tb
1
2 0 0 1

2

ub 0 1 0 0

Figure 1.2: The Analyst’s Type Structure

Return to the earlier example and suppose the players’ type structure is as given in Figure 1.1.

Suppose the analyst misspecifies the type structure and instead studies the structure in Figure 1.2.

This is the type structure in Figure 1.1 with one exception—it contains one extra type of Bob,

viz. ub. So, in particular, each of Ann’s types is associated with the exact same beliefs as in the

players’ type structure—a belief that assigns zero probability to ub. Type ub is simply a new type

that induces distinct a hierarchy of beliefs from tb.

With this new type, the players’ type structure can be viewed as a subset (or substructure)

of the analyst’s type structure. Presumably, this should not a↵ect the analysis: Fix a Bayesian

equilibrium of the game associated with the analyst’s type structure in Figure 1.2. This is a pair of

strategies (sa, sb), where sa maps ta (resp. ua) to mixed actions of Ann and sb maps tb (resp. ub) to

mixed actions of Bob. We can restrict this strategy profile to the players’ type structure in Figure

1.1. This only eliminates specifying an action for type ub and so the restriction should remain a

Bayesian equilibrium. Conversely, given an equilibrium of the game associated with the players’

type structure, presumably we can specify a mixed action for ub, so that the associated strategy

profile remains an equilibrium in the analyst’s type structure.

In Section 3, we formalize these properties as, what we will call, the Pull-Back and Extension

Properties. The Pull-Back Property requires that an equilibrium of the analyst’s structure restricted

to the players’ structure also forms an equilibrium of the players’ structure. The Extension Property

requires that an equilibrium of the player’s type structure can always be extended to an equilibrium

of the analyst’s type structure. The Pull-Back Property is always satisfied. (This fact is ‘in the

air,’ so to speak.) But, the Extension Property may fail. This fact is new. (Importantly, a
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standard example in the literature, i.e., in Battigalli and Siniscalchi, 2003; Ely and Peski, 2006;

Dekel, Fudenberg and Morris, 2007; Liu, 2009, does not speak to the Extension Property.)

In fact, we show that the failure of Extension can occur in a natural environment. We construct

an example of a two-player game, each of whom has a finite number of actions. The parameter set is

finite. The players’ type structure is finite and the analyst’s structure is the canonical construction

of the universal type structure (e.g., Mertens and Zamir, 1985; Brandenburger and Dekel, 1993;

Heifetz and Samet, 1998). In the example, there is an equilibrium of the players’ type structure that

cannot be extended to the universal type structure, despite the fact that there is an equilibrium

associated with the universal type structure. See Section 5.

Along the way, we construct an example of a second extension failure: This will again be a two-

player finite game with a finite parameter set. The players’ type structure is finite and so there is a

Bayesian equilibrium associated with the players’ game. However, if the analyst uses the universal

type structure, there is no Bayesian equilibrium thereof. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first example of a finite game so that the game associated with the universal type structure does

not have any Bayesian equilibrium. (The example builds on Hellman (2014). However, as will be

made clear below, the result is not a Corollary of Hellman’s result.)

The case of a universal type structure is of particular interest. It is often presumed that the

analyst should necessarily take the universal structure to applications, even if the current state of

applied work does not do so. See, e.g., Morris and Shin (2003) who say “optimal strategic behavior

should be analyzed in the space of all possible infinite hierarchies of beliefs.” These Extension

failures tells us that—while perhaps appealing—such an general principle may be problematic.

We go on to show situations, in which the analyst can be guaranteed that his analysis will

not fail the Extension property. The first situation is when the analyst’s type structure satisfies

a common prior assumption; this holds irrespective of the underlying game. The second situation

is when the game is compact and continuous and the analyst’s type structure contains (at most)

a countable number of types that are not in the players’ structure. This latter case only holds

for particular equilibria—namely, universally measurable equilibria. (See Definition 5.4.) When

the players’ type structure is countable, all equilibria are universally measurable equilibra. These

positive results fall short of characterizing the set of Bayesian games that satisfy Extension. This

is an important open question.

Absent such a characterization, how can the analyst proceed, if the positive results are not

applicable? One idea is to modify the Bayesian equilibrium concept and use, instead, what Sadzik

(2011) calls, Local Bayesian Equilibrium (LBE). Under an LBE analysis, the analyst does not stop

at characterizing the set of Bayesian equilibria for a given Bayesian game. Instead, the analyst

looks across all sub-Bayesian games and characterizes all equilibria across this class. In e↵ect, LBE

requires that the analyst analyze every possible players’ type structure.

Sadzik (2011) introduced the LBE concept to ‘get around’ a di↵erent robustness question:

robustness to misspecifying external signals. One might have thought that, when the analyst can

correctly specify the parameters of the game (including the set of external signals) but is uncertain
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of the context, studying the LBE concept—as opposed to the Bayesian equilibrium concept—is

‘overkill.’ However, our negative result shows that this is not the case: Even if the game of

incomplete information is finite and there exists an equilibrium of every associated Bayesian game,

using Bayesian equilibrium to analyze the universal type structure may be insu�cient to capture

predictions associated with every players’ type structure.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets up preliminaries. Section 3 defines the Exten-

sion and Pull-Back Properties; it also show thes Pull-Back result. Section 4 shows two types of

Extension failures. Section 5 shows that both types of Extension failures can arise in ‘natural’ en-

vironments. Section 6 provides positive results—conditions on the game and on the type structure

which guarantee the Extension property.

2 Bayesian Games

Endow the product of topological spaces with the product topology, and a subset of a topological

space with the induced topology. Given a metrizable space ⌦, endow ⌦ with the Borel sigma-algebra

B(⌦) unless otherwise stated. Write �(⌦) for the set of probability measures on ⌦ and endow �(⌦)

with the topology of weak convergence. If ⌦ is Polish, so is �(⌦). Given some µ 2 �(⌦), write

B(⌦;µ) for the completion of the Borel sigma-algebra with respect to µ.

Given a finite set I, write ⌦ =
Q

i2I ⌦i, ⌦�i =
Q

j2I\{i}⌦j , and ⌦�i�j =
Q

k2I\{i,j}⌦k. Write

! (resp. !�i) for an element of ⌦ (resp. ⌦�i). Given maps fi : ⌦i ! �i, for i 2 I, write f for the

product map from ⌦ to �, given by f(!1, . . . ,!|I|) = (f1(!1), . . . , f|I|(!|I|)). Define f�i analogously.

Fix measure spaces (⌦1,S(⌦1)) and (⌦2,S(⌦2)), where S(⌦1) and S(⌦2) are arbitrary sigma-

algebras on ⌦1 and ⌦2. A function f : ⌦1 ! ⌦2 is (S(⌦1),S(⌦2))-measurable if, for each E2 2
S(⌦2), f�1(E2) 2 S(⌦1). A function f : ⌦1 ! ⌦2 is (Borel) measurable if it is (B(⌦1),B(⌦2))-

measurable and µ-measurable if it is (B(⌦1;µ),B(⌦2))-measurable. Say f is µ-integrable if it is

Lebesgue integrable with respect to the measure µ. A bounded function f : ⌦ ! R is µ-integrable

if and only if it is µ-measurable. (See, e.g., Bogachev, 2006, pages 118, 121-122.)

Call f : ⌦1 ! ⌦2 universally measurable if it is µ-measurable for all µ 2 �(⌦1) or,

equivalently, if it is (BUM(⌦1),B(⌦2))-measurable where BUM(⌦1) =
T

µ2�(⌦1)
B(⌦1;µ). Sets in

T
µ2�(⌦) B(⌦;µ) are called universally measurable sets. Observe, B(⌦) ✓

T
µ2�(⌦) B(⌦;µ).

Any measurable function is universally measurable. A function f : ⌦ ! � is universally

measurable if and only if it is (BUM(⌦),BUM(�))-measurable. (See Fremlin, 2000, page 188.) A

consequence is that the composition of two universally measurable functions is universally measur-

able. If ⌦1,⌦2 are separable metrizable, f1 : ⌦1 ! �1 and f2 : ⌦2 ! �2 are universally measurable

if and only if the product map f : ⌦ ! � is universally measurable. (See Lemma A.1.)

Given a measurable mapping f : ⌦ ! �, write f : �(⌦) ! �(�) for the map that takes each

measure µ 2 �(⌦) to its image measure under f , i.e., f(µ)(E) = µ(f�1(E)) for each E 2 B(�).
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Bayesian Games

Let ⇥ be a Polish parameter set. Throughout, we fix a finite player set I and label players as

i = 1, . . . , |I|. A ⇥-based game is some � = ((Ci,⇡i)i2I), where Ci is a Polish choice set for

player i and ⇡i : ⇥⇥ C ! R is a bounded measurable payo↵ function for player i. Extend ⇡i to

⇥⇥
Q

j2I �(Cj) in the usual way; the extended functions are again bounded and measurable.

Two special cases will be of particular interest: Say a ⇥-based game � is finite if the parameter

set ⇥ and each of the choice sets Ci are each finite. Say it is compact if each of the choice sets

Ci are compact (i.e., even if the parameter set is not compact). Say it is continuous if each ⇡i is

continuous. Say it is ✓-continuous if each ⇡i is continuous on the domain {✓}⇥ C.

To analyze the ⇥-based game, we will need to append to the game a ⇥-based type structure.

Definition 2.1. A ⇥-based type structure is some T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I), where each Ti is a Polish

type set for player i and each �i is a measurable belief map �i : Ti ! �(⇥⇥ T�i) for player i.

Say T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) is finite (resp. countable) if each Ti is finite (resp. at most countable).

Definition 2.2. A ⇥-based Bayesian game consists of a pair (�, T ), where � is a ⇥-based game

and T is a ⇥-based type structure.

The Bayesian game induces strategies. A strategy for i, viz. si, is a map from Ti to �(Ci). Write

s�i : T�i !
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj) for a product map of strategies sj : Tj ! �(Cj).

Bayesian Equilibrium

It will be convenient to introduce the following notation: Fix some ci 2 Ci and write ⇡̂i[ci] : ⇥ ⇥
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj) ! R for the mapping with ⇡̂i[ci](✓,��i) = ⇡i(✓, ci,��i) where ��i 2
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj).

So ⇡̂i[ci] specifies the payo↵ of playing action ci, as a function of the payo↵ parameter and mixed

actions of the other players. Each ⇡̂i[ci] is a bounded measurable function. Given some ci 2 Ci and

a strategy profile s�i : T�i !
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj), define ⇧i[ci, s�i] : ⇥⇥ T�i ! R so that

⇧i[ci, s�i](✓, t�i) = ⇡i(✓, ci, s1(t1), . . . , si�1(ti�1), si+1(ti+1), . . . , s|I|(t|I|)).

Note, ⇧i[ci, s�i] = ⇡̂i[ci] � (id ⇥ s�i), where id : ⇥ ! ⇥ denotes the identity map. So, ⇧i[ci, s�i]

specifies the payo↵ of playing action ci when the others play the strategy profile s�i, as a function

of the payo↵ parameter and types of the other players.

Definition 2.3. Say (s1, . . . , s|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium if, for each i 2 I, each ti 2 Ti and

each ci 2 Ci, the following hold:

(i) ⇧i[ci, s�i] is �i(ti)-integrable; and

(ii)

R
⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[si(ti), s�i]d�i(ti) �
R
⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s�i]d�i(ti).
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Condition (i) says that each type can compute her expected payo↵s for each possible action ci

she may choose, given that all other players choose the equilibrium strategy. It is satisfied if and

only if each ⇧i[ci, s�i] is �i(ti)-measurable. Since ⇡̂i[ci] : ⇥ ⇥
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj) ! R is measurable,

this will in turn be satisfied if the mapping id ⇥ s�i : ⇥ ⇥ T�i ! ⇥ ⇥
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj), given

by (id ⇥ s�i)(✓, t�i) = (✓, s�i(t�i)), is �i(ti)-measurable.1 Thus, it is automatically satisfied for a

Bayesian game (�, T ) with T countable. But, more generally, it must be stated explicitly. Condition

(ii) requires that each type maximize its expected payo↵s, given its associated belief.

3 The Extension and Pull-Back Properties

We next formalize the extension and pull back properties. The goal is to fix all aspects of the

environment and only add new (resp. delete) hierarchies of beliefs about ⇥. With this in mind, let

T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) represent the players’ type structure and let T ⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i )i2I) represent

the analyst’s type structure. We want to capture that idea that any hierarchy of beliefs induced by

a type in T is also induced by a type T ⇤. Specifically, for each player i, there are maps hi : Ti ! T ⇤
i

that preserve hierarchies of beliefs. Now, given a ⇥-based game �, we can require:

Equilibrium Extension (Preliminary Version). If (s1, . . . , s|I|) is a Bayesian equi-

librium of (�, T ), there exists some Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|),

so that s⇤i (hi(ti)) = si(ti) for each ti 2 Ti,.

Equilibrium Pull-Back (Preliminary Version). If (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is a Bayesian equi-

librium of (�, T ⇤), then exists some Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ), (s1, . . . , s|I|), so

that, for each ti 2 Ti, si(ti) = s⇤i (hi(ti)).

We will see that, as stated, these properties do not quite achieve the goal and so do not capture

the robustness criteria we seek.

Examples

The following examples illustrate di�culties in capturing the Extension and Pull-Back Properties.

Player 2

Left Right

Player 1
Up 1,1 0,0

Down 0,0 1,1

Figure 3.1: {✓}-Based Game

1Given this fact, some papers replace Condition (i) with the requirement that each si is measurable. This su�ces
for a positive result, i.e., to establish equilibrium existence or to characterize certain behavior as consistent with
equilibrium. To establish a negative result, it is important to rule out more than simply ‘a su�cient condition cannot
be satisfied.’ We thank Je↵ Ely pointing us to this important distinction.
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Example 3.1. Suppose ⇥ = {✓} and let Figure 3.1 describe the ⇥-based game �. Consider two

⇥-based type structures T and T ⇤, described in Figures 3.2-3.3. The two type structures induce

exactly the same set of hierarchies of beliefs about ⇥: In each type structure, each type of each

player assigns probability 1 to ✓. In each each type structure, each type of each player assigns

probability one to “the other player assigns probability 1 to ✓.” And so on.

�1(·) (✓, t2) (✓, u2)

t1 1 0

u1 0 1

�2(·) (✓, t1) (✓, u1)

t2 1 0

u2 0 1

Figure 3.2: Type Structure T

�⇤
1(·) (✓, t⇤2)

t⇤1 1

�⇤
2(·) (✓, t⇤1)

t⇤2 1

Figure 3.3: Type Structure T ⇤

While the type structures T and T ⇤ induce the same set of hierarchies of beliefs, there is an

equilibrium of (�, T ) that does not correspond to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). In particular, the

Bayesian equilibria of (�, T ⇤) corresponds to the Nash equilibria of Figure 3.1, i.e., (s⇤1, s
⇤
2) is a

Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) if and only if (s⇤1(t
⇤
1), s

⇤
2(t

⇤
2)) is a Nash equilibrium of �. In (�, T ),

there are also Bayesian equilibria where the types of both players coordinate on a Nash equilibrium

of Figure 3.1—e.g., where both t1, u1 play Up and t2, u2 play Left. But there is also a Bayesian

equilibrium where, (s1, s2), where (s1(t1), s2(t2)) = (Up,Left) and (s1(u1), s2(u2)) = (Down,Right).

This points to a problem with the Equilibrium Extension and Pull-Back Properties, as we

described them on page 7. There are hierarchy preserving maps from T to T ⇤, namely h1(t1) =

h1(u1) = t⇤1 and h2(t2) = h2(u2) = t⇤2. Yet, there is an equilibrium (s1, s2) of (�, T ) that cannot

be extended to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), i.e., (s1, s2) where s1(t1) 6= s1(u1). Likewise, there are

hierarchy preserving maps (h⇤1, h
⇤
2) from T ⇤ to T . But, if we take h⇤1(t

⇤
1) = t1 and h⇤2(t

⇤
2) = u2, there

is an equilibrium (�, T ) that cannot be pulled-back to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤).2 2

Example 3.2 (Battigalli and Siniscalchi, 2003; Ely and Peski, 2006; Dekel, Fudenberg and Morris,

2007; Liu, 2009). Suppose ⇥ = {✓, ✓} and let Figure 3.4 describe the ⇥-based game �.

Consider two ⇥-based type structures T and T ⇤, described in Figures 3.5-3.6. Observe that

these two type structures induce exactly the same set of hierarchies of beliefs about Nature’s choice

from ⇥: In each type structure, each type of each player assigns 1
2 : 1

2 to ✓ : ✓. So, in each type

2We thank Pierpaolo Battigalli for this example.
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Player 2

✓ Left Right

Player 1
Up 5, 0 0, 0

Down 3, 0 3, 0

Player 2

✓ Left Right

Player 1
Up 0, 0 5, 0

Down 3, 0 3, 0

Figure 3.4: ⇥-Based Game

structure, each type of each player assigns probability one to “the other player assigns 1
2 : 1

2 to

✓ : ✓.” And so on.

�1(·) (✓, t2) (✓, t2) (✓, u2) (✓, u2)

t1
1
2 0 0 1

2

�2(·) (✓, t1) (✓, t1)

t2
1
2

1
2

u2
1
2

1
2

Figure 3.5: Type Structure T

�⇤
1(·) (✓, t⇤2) (✓, t⇤2)

t⇤1
1
2

1
2

�⇤
2(·) (✓, t⇤1) (✓, t⇤1)

t⇤2
1
2

1
2

Figure 3.6: Type Structure T ⇤

First, consider the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤). For any Bayesian equilibrium (s⇤1, s
⇤
2), s

⇤
1(t

⇤
1) = Down.

But, in the Bayesian game (�, T ), there is a Bayesian equilibrium (s1, s2) with s1(t1) = Up,

s2(t2) = Left, and s2(u2) = Right.

This example also points to a problem with the Equilibrium Extension and Pull-Back Properties,

as we described them on page 7. There are hierarchy preserving maps (h1, h2), namely h1(t1) = t⇤1
and h2(t2) = h2(u2) = t⇤2, from T to T ⇤. Yet, there is an equilibrium of (�, T ) that cannot be

extended to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). Likewise, there are hierarchy preserving maps from T ⇤ to

T , but some equilibrium of (�, T ) that cannot be pulled-back to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). 2

Examples 3.1-3.2 illustrate failures of preliminary versions of the Extension and Pull-Back

Properties. But, they do not address the robustness question we are interested in. Begin with

Example 3.1, where the true parameter ✓ is common belief amongst the players. We described the

players’ type structure as T , where two types of Player i induce the same single hierarchy of beliefs

about ✓. These types specify information that is not available to the players when the only set of ex

ante uncertainty is about the parameter ⇥ = {✓}. They provide additional information—not only

about ⇥—but also about the realization of some external signal. In e↵ect, the name of these types,
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i.e., ti vs. ui, specifies the information about the realization of these external signals. Indeed, the

Bayesian equilibria of (�, T ) correspond to an objective correlated equilibrium of Figure 3.1.

A similar idea is at play in Example 3.2. There, the type structure T provides information to

Player 2 that is not available when the only set of ex ante uncertainty is hierarchies of beliefs about

the parameter ⇥. Two types of Player 2, viz. t2 and u2, induce the same hierarchies of beliefs about

⇥. The fact that Player 2’s action can vary with these types reflects the idea that Player 2 has

obtained di↵erent information about the realization of some external signal.

In both examples, we have a type structure T that is redundant—that is, where two types of

a player induce the same hierarchies of beliefs about the parameter ⇥. Redundant structures can

provide information above and beyond hierarchies of beliefs about the parameter ⇥; they can also

provide information about an external signal. (See Liu, 2009 for a formal statement.)

We are interested in the case where the analyst correctly specifies the parameters of the game

(including the set of actual signals), correctly specifies players’ hierarchies of beliefs about these

parameters, but simply also considers possible that players may have ‘additional hierarchies,’ i.e.,

hierarchies ruled out by the players themselves. Examples 3.1-3.2 illustrate that, as stated, a failure

of the Extension or Pull-Back Property need not reflect this robustness criterion—it may instead

reflect a failure to correctly specify the parameter set (or signal space) in the game. This is a

well-known failure of robustness and is not the robustness question we seek to answer.

Thus, to address our robustness question, we need to amend the Extension and Pull-Back

Properties as described on page 7. One simple way to do so is by restricting Extension and Pull-

Back to apply to non-redundant type structures. However, we will be able to do with a weaker

requirement: the hierarchy preserving map from the players type structure to the analyst’s type

structure is an injective type morphism. This will imply that the players’ type structure is essentially

a substructure (i.e., a so-called belief-closed subset) of the analyst’s structure. (See Lemma 6.1 for

a formal statement.) As a consequence, if the players’ type structure captures signals external to

the game, then the analyst’s type structure not only preserves the hierarchies of beliefs about ⇥

but also captures the signals external to the game.

Remark 3.1. We frame the problem as one in which the players’ rule out hierarchies of beliefs

that the analyst has not ruled out. However, the Extension and Pull-Back Properties also address a

related robustness question: When the analyst has ruled out hierarchies of beliefs that the players’

themselves consider possible. In that case, the question of whether the analyst looses predictions

amounts to whether the Pull-Back Property is satisfied. The question of whether the analyst adds

predictions is the question of whether the Extension Property is satisfied. Put di↵erently, the failure

of Equilibrium Extension says that the analyst may introduce equilibrium predictions that are not

an equilibrium of the players’ Bayesian game.

Extension and Pull-Back Properties, Revisited

Fix two ⇥-based structures T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) and T ⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i )i2I). We want to map T to

T ⇤ in a way that preserves hierarchies of beliefs, i.e., for each player i and each type ti in Ti, there

10



is a type t⇤i in T ⇤
i that induces the same hierarchy of beliefs. We will use type morphisms to do so.

Below we explain why.

Definition 3.1 (Mertens and Zamir, 1985). Fix two ⇥-based structures T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) and

T ⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i )i2I) and measurable maps h1, . . . , h|I|, where each hi : Ti ! T ⇤

i . Call (h1, . . . , h|I|)

a type morphism (from T to T ⇤
) if, for each i, id ⇥ h�i � �i = �⇤

i � hi.

Definition 3.1 says that (h1, . . . , h|I|) is a type morphism if it preserves the belief maps �1, . . . ,�|I|.

Specifically, it is a type morphism if the diagram in Figure 3.7 commutes. Type morphisms are

hierarchy morphisms, i.e, mappings that preserve hierarchies of beliefs. (See Proposition 5.1 in

Heifetz and Samet, 1998.) When T ⇤ is non-redundant, any hierarchy morphism from T to T ⇤ is

also a type morphism. (See Corollary 7.2 in Friedenberg and Meier, 2010.)

Ti T ⇤
i

�(⇥⇥ T�i) �(⇥⇥ T ⇤
�i)

�⇤
i�i

hi

id ⇥ h�i

Figure 3.7: Type Morphism

Definition 3.2. Fix ⇥-based type structures T and T ⇤
. Say T can be mapped to T ⇤

(via

h1, . . . ,h|I|) if (h1, . . . , h|I|) is a type morphism from T to T ⇤
. Say T can be embedded into

T ⇤
(via h1, . . . ,h|I|) if (h1, . . . , h|I|) is an injective type morphism from T to T ⇤

.

If (h1, . . . , h|I|) is an injective type morphism from T to T ⇤, then each hi is bimeasurable. (See

Purves, 1966.) In particular, there exists an injective type morphism from T to T ⇤ if and only if

the players’ type structure can be viewed as a substructure of the analyst’s type structure. (See

Lemmata 6.1-D.1.) The next examples illustrate this fact.

Example 3.3 (Example 3.1, Revisited). The structures T and T ⇤ each induce the same hierarchies

about ⇥ = {✓}. Nonetheless, there is a sense in which T ⇤ can be viewed as a substructure of T ,

while T cannot be viewed as a substructure of T ⇤.

Observe that there are unique mappings (h1, h2), where hi : Ti ! T ⇤
i . These mappings are type

morphisms and so T can be mapped to T ⇤. But, hi(ti) = hi(ui) = t⇤i and so T cannot be embedded

into T ⇤. This fits with the fact that T cannot be viewed as a substructure of T ⇤.

The maps (h⇤1, h
⇤
2), with h⇤1(t

⇤
1) = t1 and h⇤2(t

⇤
2) = u2, are injective hierarchy preserving maps

from T ⇤ to T . However, they are not type morphisms: �1(h⇤1(t
⇤
1))(✓, t2) = 1 and �⇤

1(t
⇤
1)(✓, (h

⇤
2)

�1(t2)) =

11



0. Thus T ⇤ cannot be mapped to T via (h⇤1, h
⇤
2). But, nonetheless, T ⇤ can be embedded into T .

This can be seen by taking (ĥ⇤1, ĥ
⇤
2) so that, for each i, ĥ⇤i (t

⇤
i ) = ti. In this case, the type structure

T ⇤ can be seen as a substructure of the type structure T . 2

Example 3.4 (Example 3.2, Revisited). The structures T and T ⇤ each induce the same hierarchies

about ⇥ = {✓, ✓}. Nonetheless, neither structure can be viewed as a substructure of the other.

Observe that there are unique mappings (h1, h2), where hi : Ti ! T ⇤
i . These mappings have

hi(ti) = hi(ui) = t⇤i . They are type morphisms but not injective. So T can be mapped to T ⇤

but cannot be embedded into T ⇤. There are also hierarchy preserving mappings (h⇤1, h
⇤
2), where

h⇤i : T ⇤
i ! Ti. But, no such mapping is a type morphism. (For instance, if h⇤2(t

⇤
2) = t2, then

�1(h⇤1(t
⇤
1))(✓, u2) =

1
2 and �⇤

1(t
⇤
1)(✓, (h

⇤
2)

�1(u2)) = 0.) Thus, T ⇤ cannot be embedded into T . 2

Given a ⇥-based game �, write si for a strategy of player i in the Bayesian game (�, T ), and

write s⇤i for a strategy of player i in the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤). We can now state the Extension

and Pull-Back Properties.

Definition 3.3. Let T and T ⇤
be two ⇥-based type structures, so that T can be embedded into

T ⇤
. Say a Bayesian Equilibrium, viz. (s1, . . . , s|I|), of (�, T ) can be extended to a Bayesian

Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) if, for every injective type morphism (h1, . . . , h|I|) from T to T ⇤
, there exists

a Bayesian Equilibrium, viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), of (�, T

⇤) so that (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|).

The pair hT , T ⇤i satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for the ⇥-based game �

if each Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ) can be extended to a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). The

pair hT , T ⇤i fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for the ⇥-based game � if T can be

mapped to T ⇤ via an injective type morphism (h1, . . . , h|I|), but there is some Bayesian Equilibrium

of (�, T ) that cannot be extended to a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤).

Definition 3.4. Let T and T ⇤
be ⇥-based type structures, so that T can be embedded into T ⇤

. Say

a Bayesian Equilibrium, viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), of (�, T

⇤) can be pulled-back to a Bayesian Equilibrium

of (�, T ) if, for every injective type morphism (h1, . . . , h|I|) from T to T ⇤
, (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|)

is a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ).

The pair hT , T ⇤i satisfies the Equilibrium Pull-Back Property for the ⇥-based game � if

each Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) can be pulled-back to a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ).

Pull-Back Property

We conclude this section by pointing that the Equilibrium Pull-Back Property is satisfied.

Proposition 3.1. Fix ⇥-based type structures, T and T ⇤
, so that T can be embedded T ⇤

. For any

⇥-based game �, the pair hT , T ⇤i satisfies the Equilibrium Pull-Back Property for �.

The Appendix proves a Generalized Pull-Back Property (Proposition A.1). There, it is only required

that T be mapped to T ⇤, i.e., there may be non-injective type morphisms from T to T ⇤. We review

the generalization as it applies to the examples.
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Example 3.5 (Examples 3.1 and 3.3, Revisited). There are type morphisms from T to T ⇤; any

such type morphism fails to be injective. Nonetheless, any equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) can be Pull-Back

to an equilibrium of (�, T ). For the converse, observe that (h⇤1, h
⇤
2) are hierarchy preserving maps

from T ⇤ to T . These are not type morphisms and, in fact, we saw that we may not be able to

pull-back an equilibrium of (�, T ) to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) via (h⇤1, h
⇤
2). By contrast, the maps

(ĥ⇤1, ĥ
⇤
2) were type morphisms from T ⇤ to T . We can pull-back an equilibrium of (�, T ) to an

equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) via (ĥ⇤1, ĥ
⇤
2). 2

Example 3.6 (Examples 3.2 and 3.4, Revisited). There are type morphisms from T to T ⇤; any

such type morphism fails to be injective. Nonetheless, any equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) can be Pull-Back

to an equilibrium of (�, T ). There are also hierarchy preserving mappings from T ⇤ to T . No

such mapping is a type morphism and, in fact, we saw that we may not be able to pull-back an

equilibrium of (�, T ) to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). 2

4 Two Types of Extension Failures

Fix a ⇥-based game �. Fix also ⇥-based type structures T and T ⇤, so that T can be embedded

into T ⇤. The pair hT , T ⇤i fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for � if there is some Bayesian

equilibrium of (�, T ) that does not correspond to a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). One reason

this failure can occur is because there is no Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). But, we will see that

this failure can also occur despite the fact that there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤).

We begin with the first case, i.e., where an equilibrium cannot be extended to a larger type

structure, because there is no equilibrium of the larger type structure.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose there exists some ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) that has no Bayesian

equilibrium. Then there exists some ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ⇤) and (�, T ⇤⇤) so that

(i) hT ⇤, T ⇤⇤i fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for �, and

(ii) there is no Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤).

To better understand the result, suppose there exists some ✓̂ 2 ⇥ so that the game � is compact

and ✓̂-continuous. Then take ⇥ = ⇥ and � = �. Construct some (�, T ⇤) that has a Bayesian

equilibrium. (In particular, this will be the case if T ⇤ has singleton type sets T ⇤
i = {t⇤i } and each

type t⇤i assigns probability one to {✓̂} ⇥ T ⇤
�i.) Construct a new ⇥-based type structure, T ⇤⇤, by

essentially taking the union of T and T ⇤. Then T ⇤ can be embedded into T ⇤⇤ via the (injective)

identity maps. But, because there is no Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ), it follows that there is no

Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤).

Theorem 4.1. Suppose there exists some ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) that has no Bayesian

equilibrium. Then there exists some ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ⇤) and (�, T ⇤⇤) so that

(i) hT ⇤, T ⇤⇤i fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for �, and
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(ii) there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤).

In the statement of Theorem 4.1, the parameter set ⇥ will not be the same as the starting parameter

set ⇥. And likewise for the constructed game �.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1: Fix an ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) that has no

Bayesian equilibrium. Write � = ((Ci,⇡i)i2I) and T = (⇥, (T i,�)i2I). Recall each ⇡i is bounded;

take x so that each ⇡i(✓, ci, c�i) > x.

x x

1

1

1c̃i

C�i C�i \ C�i

Ci ⇡i(⇥⇥ Ci ⇥ C�i)

(a) Payo↵s ⇡i(✓, ·) for ✓ 2 ⇥ ✓ ⇥̃

1

1 1

1

0 0

0

0

1c̃i

C�i C�i \ C�i

Ci

(b) Payo↵s ⇡i(✓̃, ·)

Figure 4.1: Constructed Game �

We will use this Bayesian game to construct a new parameter set ⇥ and two ⇥-based Bayesian

games (�, T ) and (�, T ⇤). Let the parameter set ⇥ be the disjoint union of ⇥ and some new

parameter ✓̃ 62 ⇥.

Construct � = ((Ci,⇡i)i2I) as follows: Each Ci is the disjoint union of Ci and some new

choice c̃i. Figure 4.1a describes the payo↵ function ⇡i for parameters ✓ 2 ⇥. For each (ci, c�i) 2
Ci ⇥ (C�i\C�i), ⇡i(✓, ci, c�i) = 1. (That is, if some player j 6= i chooses a new choice c̃j , then i’s

payo↵s are 1.) For each c�i 2 C�i, ⇡i(✓, c̃i, c�i) = x. Otherwise, ⇡i(✓, ·) coincides with ⇡i(✓, ·).
Figure 4.1b describes the payo↵ function ⇡i for the new parameter ✓̃. For each (ci, c�i) 2 (Ci ⇥
C�i) [ ({(c̃i, c̃�i)}), ⇡i(✓̃, ci, c�i) = 1. Otherwise ⇡i(✓̃, ci, c�i) = 0.

We observe, in passing, that there is a Bayesian equilibrium for any associated type structure:

Remark 4.1. For any ⇥-based structure T , (�, T ) has a Bayesian equilibrium, where each type

of each player chooses c̃i with probability one. 2

Nonetheless, we construct ⇥-based structures T ⇤ and T ⇤⇤ so that T ⇤ can be embedded into T ⇤⇤

and some equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) cannot be extended to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤). Of course, there

will be another equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) that can be extended to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤).

We will choose the players’ type structure T ⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i )i2I) to be a type structure that

satisfies the following property:

Property 4.1. There exists a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), with s⇤i (t

⇤
i )(Ci) =

1 for each t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i .
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Observe that Property 4.1 will always be satisfied if each �⇤
i (t

⇤
i )({✓̃}⇥T ⇤

�i) = 1. However, there may

be other type structures that satisfy this property. For instance, if � is finite, then any countable

type structure will satisfy this property: To see this, take �̂ to be the ⇥-based game that di↵ers

from � only in restricting the action sets to Ci. Then the remark follows from the existence of a

Bayesian equilibrium for (�̂, T ⇤) and the fact that c̃i is not optimal under any belief that assigns

probability one to C�i.3

0 0

0

0

0

0

✓̃

T�i

⇥

�⇤⇤
i (ti)

p · �i(ti)

t⇤�i· · ·

1� p0

(a) Belief Map for Types ti 2 T i

0

0 0

0

0 0

�⇤
i (t

⇤
i )

�⇤
i (t

⇤
i )✓̃

T�i T ⇤
�i

⇥

�⇤⇤
i (t⇤i ))

(b) Belief Map for Types t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i

Figure 4.2: Analyst’s Type Structure

Construct the analyst’s type structure T ⇤⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤⇤
i ,�⇤⇤

i )i2I) as follows: Take T ⇤⇤
i to be the

disjoint union of T ⇤
i and T i, where we endow T ⇤⇤

i with the disjoint union topology. Figure 4.2

describes the map �⇤⇤
i : The left-hand figure illustrates the belief �⇤⇤

i (ti) for ti 2 T i. Fix some

p 2 (0, 1) and t⇤�i 2 T ⇤
�i. (Note, p and t⇤�i are chosen to be the same for each type ti 2 T i.) Then

�⇤⇤
i (ti) assigns probability (1 � p) to (✓̃, t⇤�i) and otherwise agrees with �i(ti) up to a factor of p.

More precisely,

�⇤⇤
i (ti)(E�i) =

8
<

:
p�i(ti)(E�i \ (⇥⇥ T�i)) + (1� p) if (✓̃, t⇤�i) 2 E�i

p�i(ti)(E�i \ (⇥⇥ T�i)) if (✓̃, t⇤�i) 62 E�i.

The right-hand figure illustrates that �⇤⇤
i (t⇤i ) coincides with �⇤

i (t
⇤
i ), when t⇤i 2 T ⇤

i . More precisely,

for each t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i and each event E�i ✓ ⇥⇥ T ⇤⇤

�i , �
⇤⇤
i (t⇤i )(E�i) = �⇤

i (t
⇤
i )(E�i \ (⇥⇥ T ⇤

�i)).

Of course, there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤). (See Remark 4.1.) Thus it remains to

show that hT ⇤, T ⇤⇤i fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for �. First observe:

Property 4.2. The structure T ⇤
can be embedded into T ⇤⇤

via (id 1, . . . , id |I|), where id i : T ⇤
i !

T ⇤⇤
i denotes the identity map.

We will show that there is some Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), that cannot be

3It is often taken for granted that there exists a Bayesian equilibrium for some (�⇤, T ⇤) where � is finite and T ⇤

is countable. Takahashi (2009) has written a proof of this claim making use of Glicksberg’s (1952) Theorem.
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extended to a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤). Specifically, this will be the case for the Bayesian

equilibrium with s⇤i (t
⇤
i )(Ci) = 1 for each t⇤i 2 T ⇤

i .

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) be a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) with each

s⇤i (t
⇤
i )(Ci) = 1. Suppose this can be extended to a Bayesian equilibrium of (s⇤⇤1 , . . . , s⇤⇤|I|) of (�, T

⇤⇤),

i.e., there is a Bayesian equilibrium (s⇤⇤1 , . . . , s⇤⇤|I|) of (�, T ⇤⇤) so that s⇤⇤i (t⇤i )(Ci) = 1 for each

t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i ✓ T ⇤⇤

i . We divide the proof into two steps. First, we show that, in that equilibrium all

types of all players assign probability one to Ci, i.e., s⇤⇤i (ti)(Ci) = 1 for each ti 2 T i = T ⇤⇤
i \T ⇤

i .

Second, we use the first step to construct a Bayesian equilibrium (s1, . . . , s|I|) of (�, T ). This

contradicts the fact that there is no Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ).

Step 1. Fix some ti 2 T i ✓ T ⇤⇤
i . Refer to Figures 4.1-4.2a. In the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤⇤), this type

assigns probability (1� p) to (✓̃, t⇤�i) 2 ⇥⇥ T ⇤
�i and otherwise coincides with �i(ti) up to a factor

of p. Since, by assumption, for each j 6= i, t⇤j assigns probability one to Cj , this type’s expected

payo↵s from choosing some ci 2 Ci are

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤⇤
�i

⇧i[ci, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�

⇤⇤
i (ti) = p

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�i(ti) + (1� p) (1)

and its expected payo↵s from choosing c̃i are

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤⇤
�i

⇧i[c̃i, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�

⇤⇤
i (ti) = p

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[c̃i, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�i(ti). (2)

Observe that, by construction, for each (✓, c�i) 2 ⇥ ⇥ C�i and each ci 2 Ci, ⇡i(✓, ci, c�i) �
⇡i(✓, c̃i, c�i). Thus, for any given (✓, t�i) 2 ⇥ ⇥ T�i and any given ci 2 Ci, ⇧i[ci, s⇤⇤�i](✓, t�i) �
⇧i[c̃i, s⇤⇤�i](✓, t�i). So, using Equations (1)-(2) and the fact that 1� p > 0, it follows that

max
ci2Ci

(Z

⇥⇥T ⇤⇤
�i

⇧i[ci, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�

⇤⇤
i (ti)

)
>

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤⇤
�i

⇧i[c̃i, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�

⇤⇤
i (ti).

Thus, it follows from condition (ii) of a Bayesian equilibrium that, for each ti 2 T i, s⇤⇤i (ti)(Ci) = 1.

Step 2. Construct strategies si of the ⇥-based game Bayesian (�, T ) to coincide with s⇤⇤i above.

Specifically, for each ti 2 T i and each Ei ✓ Ci, si(ti)(Ei) = s⇤⇤i (ti)(Ei). (This is well defined since

s⇤⇤i (ti)(Ci) = 1.) We will show that (s1, . . . , s|I|) is an equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ).

To show condition (i): Fix some ci 2 Ci and some ti 2 T i. Let f�i : ⇥ ⇥ T�i ! ⇥ ⇥ T ⇤⇤
�i be

the identity mapping. Note that ⇧i[ci, s�i] = ⇧i[ci, s⇤⇤�i] � f�i. Then, by Corollary A.1, ⇧i[ci, s�i] is

�i(ti)-integrable provided that ⇧i[ci, s⇤⇤�i] is f�i
(�i(ti))-integrable. (Note, f�i

(�i(ti)) is the image

measure of �i(ti) under f�i.) The fact that ⇧i[ci, s⇤⇤�i] is f�i
(�i(ti))-integrable follows from the fact

that ⇧i[ci, s⇤⇤�i] is �
⇤⇤
i (ti)-integrable and Lemma B.1.
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To show condition (ii): Fix some ti 2 T i and some ci 2 Ci. Then, using Equation (1),

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤⇤
�i

⇧i[ci, s
⇤⇤
�i]d�

⇤⇤
i (ti) = p

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s�i]d�i(ui) + (1� p).

Since (s⇤⇤1 , . . . , s⇤⇤|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium with s⇤⇤i (ti)(Ci) = 1 (and si(ti) coincides with s⇤⇤i (ti)),

it follows that

p

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[si(ti), s�i]d�i(ti) + (1� p) � p

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s�i]d�i(ti) + (1� p),

or, equivalently, Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[si(ti), s�i]d�i(ti) �
Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s�i]d�i(ti),

for each ci 2 Ci.

Refer to the statement of Proposition 4.1. Suppose there exists ⇥-based games (�, T ) and (�, T ⇤
)

so that there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ) but there is no Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤
).

In that case, take ⇥ = ⇥. We only take ⇥ 6= ⇥ and � 6= � if there is no choice of (�, T ) that has

a Bayesian equilibrium. By contrast, in the statement and proof of Theorem 4.1, we always take

⇥ 6= ⇥ and � 6= �. That said, because (at least, in our proof) ⇥ and � are ‘built from’ ⇥ and �,

there is some structure on the constructed game �. Specifically, if � is finite, then � is also finite:

Corollary 4.1. Suppose there exists a finite ⇥-based game � so that, for some associated Bayesian

game (�, T ), there is no Bayesian equilibrium. Then there exists a finite ⇥-based game � and ⇥-

based type structures, viz. T ⇤, T ⇤⇤
, so that the following hold:

(i) hT ⇤, T ⇤⇤i fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for �, and

(ii) there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤).

In the next section, we will establish that we can, indeed, take �, and so �, to be a finite game.

Remark 4.2. Proposition 4.1 makes use of a Bayesian game without an equilibrium. But, it is

important to note that the result is not simply a corollary of the fact that there is some Bayesian

game that does not have an equilibrium. In particular, it constructs an example of a game � so

that, for every associated Bayesian game, there is a Bayesian equilibrium. See Remark 4.1.

To better understand the connection between this Extension failure and non-existence, it may

be useful to compare this analysis to another solution concept, namely correlated rationalizability.

There are pathological complete information games for which the set of rationalizable strategies

is empty. (See Dufwenberg and Stegeman, 2002.) This can be used to construct Bayesian games

where the set of interim correlated rationalizable strategies is empty. Yet, no such Extension Failure

can obtain: Fix ⇥-based structures, T and T ⇤, so that T can be embedded into T ⇤. Fix also a
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⇥-based game �. If the rationalizable strategies are non-empty in both the Bayesian games (�, T )

and (�, T ⇤), then hT , T ⇤i satisfies rationalizable extension and pull-back properties for �.4 2

5 Extension Failure, Revisited

Section 4 showed that, if there exists a Bayesian game that has no equilibrium, then there are

Equilibrium Extension failures. Because such games do exist, Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1

deliver two types of Extension failures: those that fail because the analyst’s Bayesian game does

not have an equilibrium and those that fail despite the fact that the analyst’s Bayesian game does

have an equilibrium.

Typically, games that have no Bayesian equilibrium are thought to have ‘perverse’ features, e.g.,

failures of compactness or continuity. This would suggest that the Extension failures constructed

above are necessarily artifacts of ‘perverse’ games. In this Section, we argue that this is not the

case. In particular, both of these Extension failures can arise in a very natural setting: One in

which the parameter set ⇥ is finite, the ⇥-based game � is finite, the players’ type structure is

finite and the analyst’s structure is the so-called universal type structure.

Universal Bayesian Games We will want to consider a special case, where the analyst’s

Bayesian game (�, T ⇤) induces all hierarchies of beliefs. Mertens and Zamir (1985), Brandenburger

and Dekel (1993), and Heifetz and Samet (1998) each provide (di↵erent) canonical constructions of

(⇥-based) type structures that contain all hierarchies of beliefs. Here, we will not need to make use

of the details of a particular construction. Instead, we can focus on certain properties that each of

these constructions satisfy.

Definition 5.1. Fix a player set I and a parameter set ⇥. Call a ⇥-based type structure, viz. T ⇤
,

terminal if, for each ⇥-based structure T , there is a type morphism from T to T ⇤
.

Definition 5.2. Fix a player set I and a parameter set ⇥. Call a ⇥-based type structure, viz. T ⇤
,

universal if:

(i) T ⇤
it is terminal; and

(ii) T ⇤
is non-redundant, i.e., no two types induce the same hierarchies of beliefs.

Write U(⇥) to indicate that a particular ⇥-based type structure is universal. We call (�,U(⇥)) a

universal Bayesian game.

We will make use of two properties of equilibria in universal Bayesian games. The first property

is that the equilibria must induce universally measurable payo↵ functions:

Lemma 5.1. Fix a ⇥-based universal Bayesian game, viz. (�,U(⇥)) and a Bayesian equilibrium

(s1, . . . , s|I|) thereof. For each i and each ci 2 Ci, ⇧i[ci, s�i] is universally measurable.

4Dekel, Fudenberg and Morris (2007) show an analogous result, when the parameter and action sets are finite. A
proof in the broader setting can be found in the Online Appendix.
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Proof. Fix some universal Bayesian game (�,U(⇥)) and write U(⇥) = (⇥, (Ui, �i)i2I). Note, U(⇥)

is complete in the sense of Brandenburger (2003), i.e., for each µi 2 �(⇥ ⇥ U�i), there is a type

ui 2 Ui with �i(ui) = µi. (See Proposition 4.1 in Friedenberg, 2010 or, alternatively, use Theorem

4 in Meier, 2012.) So, by Condition (i) of Definition 2.3, if (s1, . . . , s|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium,

then for each ci 2 Ci and each µi 2 �(⇥⇥ U�i), ⇧i[ci, s�i] is µi-measurable.

The second property is a characterization of when a pair hT ,U(⇥)i satisfies the Equilibrium Ex-

tension Property for some �.

Lemma 5.2. Fix a ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) so that T can be embedded into U(⇥). Then

the following are equivalent:

(i) The pair hT ,U(⇥)i satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for �.

(ii) For every ⇥-based structure T ⇤
so that T can be embedded into T ⇤

, the pair hT , T ⇤i satisfies
the Equilibrium Extension Property for �.

Simple Games We will look at a particular finite game, which we call a simple game:

Definition 5.3. Call a ⇥-based game � simple

(i) ⇥ is (at most) countable,

(ii) |I| = 2 and each |Ci|  2.

(iii) for any distinct (✓, ci, c�i), (✓, ci, d�i) 2 ⇥⇥ Ci ⇥ C�i, ⇡i(✓, ci, c�i) 6= ⇡i(✓, ci, d�i).

In a simple game, each parameter ✓ induces a 2x2 game that satisfies a weak no ties requirement:

For a fixed parameter-choice pair (✓, ci), i’s payo↵s vary with the choices of the other player.

In the particular case of a simple game, we can restate Condition (i) of a Bayesian Equilibrium:

For these games, a necessary and su�cient condition for the payo↵ function ⇧i[ci, s�i] to be �i(ti)-

integrable is that (id ⇥ s�i) be �i(ti)-measurable. (See Lemma C.2.)

Lemma 5.3. Fix a Bayesian Game (�, T ), where � is simple. Then, (s1, . . . , s|I|) is a Bayesian

equilibrium if and only if, for each i and each ti 2 Ti the following hold:

(i) (id ⇥ s�i) is �i(ti)-measurable; and

(ii)

R
⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[si(ti), s�i]d�i(ti) �
R
⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s�i]d�i(ti), for all ci 2 Ci.

Next consider a simple universal Bayesian game. An implication of Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.3

is that, for such games, equilibria must be composed of universally measurable strategies:

Definition 5.4. Call a Bayesian equilibrium, viz. (s1, . . . , s|I|), a universally measurable

equilibrium if, for each i and µ 2 �(Ti), si is µ-measurable.
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Lemma 5.4. Fix a ⇥-based simple universal Bayesian game, viz. (�,U(⇥)). Any Bayesian equi-

librium of (�,U(⇥)) is a universally measurable equilibrium.

Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and Lemma C.2, each (id ⇥s�i) is universally measurable. Then, by Lemma

A.1, each si is universally measurable.

Observe the following consequence: If � is simple and there is no universally measurable Bayesian

equilibrium of (�, T ), then there is no Bayesian equilibrium of (�,U(⇥)), i.e., even if there is a

Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ).

Lemma 5.5. Fix a ⇥-based simple Bayesian game (�, T ). If there is no universally measurable

Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ), then there is no Bayesian equilibrium of the universal Bayesian

game (�,U(⇥)).

Proof. Suppose there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�,U(⇥)). By Lemma 5.4, it is universally

measurable. Using the Generalized Pull-Back Property (Proposition A.1), there is an equilibrium

of (�, T ). By Lemma C.3, this Bayesian equilibrium can be taken to be universally measurable.

Extension Failures: Simple and Universal Bayesian Games There are a class of simple

games, in which some equilibrium of the players’ Bayesian game cannot be extended to an equilib-

rium of the analyst’s universal Bayesian game. This can happen irrespective of whether or not there

is an equilibrium of the analyst’s universal Bayesian game. We next turn to give such examples.

We begin by describing a game due to Hellman (2014): Let ⇥ = {✓, ✓}. Consider an ⇥-based

game � = (({Li,Mi},⇡i) : i 2 {1, 2}), where ⇡i is described by Figure 5.1. This is a simple

game. Hellman’s (2014) shows that there is some associated Bayesian game that has no universally

measurable Bayesian equilibrium.

✓ L2 M2

L1 3, 3 2, 2

M1 2, 2 3, 3

✓ L2 M2

L1 4, 4 6, 7

M1 7, 6 4, 4

Figure 5.1: Non-Existence Example

Proposition 5.1. There exists a ⇥-based structure T so that:

(i) [Simon, 2003] there is an equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ), but

(ii) [Hellman, 2014] there is no universally measurable equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ).

Part (i) follows from Proposition 1 in Simon (2003). It is only included it for completeness. Part

(ii) is from Hellman (2014). The Online Appendix reviews this result and, in particular, states the

conditions on the payo↵ functions used in Hellman’s (2014) proof. (Hellman’s original example is

not a simple game, as it has ties.5) Part (ii) plus Lemma 5.5 give the following:

5Simon (2003) is an earlier paper that shows an analogue of part (ii). We use Hellman’s (2014) example and not
Simon’s (2003) because his analysis is a three player game, i.e., not a simple game.
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Corollary 5.1. The finite ⇥-based universal Bayesian game (�,U(⇥)) does not have a Bayesian

equilibrium.

6

Let T be a finite ⇥-based type structure. There is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ). But, T can

be embedded into U(⇥) and, by Corollary 5.1, there is no equilibrium of (�,U(⇥)). So hT ,U(⇥)i
fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for �. This is an analogue of Proposition 4.1.

✓ L2 M2 R2

L1 3, 3 2, 2 1, -1

M1 2, 2 3, 3 1, -1

R1 -1, 1 -1, 1 1, 1

✓ L2 M2 R2

L1 4, 4 6, 7 1, -1

M1 7, 6 4, 4 1, -1

R1 -1, 1 -1, 1 1, 1

✓̃ L2 M2 R2

L1 1, 1 1, 1 0, 0

M1 1, 1 1, 1 0, 0

R1 0, 0 0, 0 1, 1

Figure 5.2: A Game that Fails Extension Despite Existence

Corollary 5.1 can also be used to construct an example of the following form: There is a finite

game of incomplete information, so that an equilibrium of the players’ finite Bayesian game cannot

be extended to an equilibrium of the analyst’s universal Bayesian game, despite the fact that there

is an equilibrium of the analyst’s universal game.

Let⇥ = {✓, ✓, ✓̃} and consider the⇥-based game � given in Figure 5.2. (This is a finite game that

is not simple.) Observe that, for any associated Bayesian game (�, T ⇤), there is some equilibrium.

(Specifically, there is a Bayesian equilibrium where each type of i plays Ri with probability one.)

Choose T ⇤ to be finite, non-redundant, and so that each type t⇤i assigns positive probability to

{✓̃}⇥ T ⇤
�i. In Section 4, we saw (i) there is some type structure T ⇤⇤ so that T ⇤ can be embedded

to T ⇤⇤, and (ii) there is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) where each type t⇤i assigns probability

one to {Li,Mi}, and (iii) this equilibrium cannot be extended to an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤).

Since T ⇤ is non-redundant and U(⇥) is terminal, T ⇤ can be embedded into U(⇥). It now follows

from Lemma 5.2, that hT ⇤,U(⇥)i also fails the Equilibrium Extension Property for �. Of course,

there is some equilibrium of (�,U(⇥)). Thus, we have the following:

Corollary 5.2.

(i) There is a Bayesian equilibrium, viz. (s⇤1, s
⇤
2), of (�, T ⇤) that cannot be extended to a Bayesian

equilibrium of (�,U(⇥)).

(ii) There is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�,U(⇥)).

6To the best of our knowledge, Corollary 5.1 provides the first example of a finite universal Bayesian game that
has no equilibrium. Certainly, the result is not a far leap from Hellman’s result. Nonetheless, we note that Hellman
does not make this leap. Moreover, making the leap appears to require either a proof distinct from Hellman (2014)
or a modification of Hellman’s example: Note, Hellman’s is about non-measurability of a strategy mapping—namely
si. To find a violation of a Bayesian equilibrium, we need non-integrability of a payo↵ mapping—namely ⇧i[ci, s�i].
(After learning of our result, Hellman added an example, modifying his original example. There is no Bayesian
equilibrium of this modified Bayesian game. This modified example is not an example of a universal Bayesian game.)
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6 Positive Results

Thus far, the focus has been on failures of the Equilibrium Extension Property. We next turn to

when the Extension Property is satisfied.

Suppose T can be embedded into T ⇤ via (h1, . . . , h|I|). In this case, T induces a belief closed

subset of T ⇤: Say E =
Q

i2I Ei ✓
Q

i2I Ti is a belief closed subset of T =
Q

i2I Ti if each Ei is

Borel and, for each ti 2 Ei, �i(ti)(⇥⇥ E�i) = 1.

Lemma 6.1. If T can be embedded into T ⇤
via (h1, . . . , h|I|), then h(T ) =

Q
i2I hi(Ti) is a belief-

closed subset of T ⇤ =
Q

i2I T
⇤
i .

We will di↵erentiate two cases. The first is where each hi is surjective. The second is where

some hi is not surjective. In the former case, Extension is immediate from Pull-Back:

Lemma 6.2. Fix ⇥-based structures T and T ⇤
, so that T can be embedded into T ⇤

via (h1, . . . , h|I|).

If each hi is surjective, then, for any Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ), viz. (s1, . . . , s|I|), there exists

a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), so that (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|).

With the above in mind, we will focus on the case where some hi is not injective. We will show

two situations where the Extension Property is satisfied.

6.1 The Common Prior Assumption

If the analyst’s structure satisfies the common prior assumption, then the Extension Property is

necessarily satisfied. This will hold independent of the underlying game �.

To better understand this result, return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. There, T ⇤ was embedded

into T ⇤⇤ via maps (h⇤1, . . . , h
⇤
|I|). Thus, h

⇤(T ⇤) ✓ T ⇤⇤ formed a belief-closed subset of T ⇤⇤. Moreover,

h⇤i (T
⇤
i ) ( T ⇤⇤

i , so there were types outside of h⇤i (T
⇤
i ). When we attempt to extend a Bayesian

Equilibrium from (�, T ⇤) to (�, T ⇤⇤), types in h⇤�i(T
⇤
�i) impose an equilibrium restriction on types

outside of h⇤i (T
⇤
i ). This is because types outside of h⇤i (T

⇤
i ) assigned positive probability to types in

h⇤�i(T
⇤
�i). The Extension Failure associated with Theorem 4.1—i.e., the Extension Failure where

there was a Bayesian Equilibrium for the analyst’s Bayesian game—was an artifact of this property.

When the analyst’s structure T ⇤⇤ satisfies the common prior assumption, types outside of h⇤i (T
⇤
i )

cannot assign strictly positive probability to types in h⇤�i(T
⇤
�i).

Given a ⇥-based type structure T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I)), write [ti] for the event ⇥ ⇥ {ti} ⇥ T�i.

Given a measure µ 2 �(⇥⇥T ) with µ([ti]) > 0, write µ(·|[ti]) for conditional of µ on [ti] and write

marg⇥⇥T�i
µ for the marginal of µ on ⇥⇥ T�i.

Definition 6.1. Fix a ⇥-based type structure T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I)). Call µ 2 �(⇥⇥T ) a common

prior (for T ) if T is countable and, for each player i and each ti 2 Ti,

(i) µ([ti]) > 0,

(ii) �i(ti) = marg⇥⇥T�i
µ(·|[ti]).
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Say the structure T admits a common prior if there is a common prior for T .

Recall, the common prior assumption reflects the idea that di↵erences in beliefs reflect only di↵er-

ences in information.7 That is, an outside observer can interpret the di↵erent beliefs—associated

with di↵erent types—as reflecting some underlying belief, common to all players. Each type of each

player reflects the conditional of this belief on certain information.

To understand the implication of the common prior assumption, let us ask: Can a type of

Ann consider it possible that Bob considers that type of Ann impossible? The answer is no. In

particular, for this to obtain, Ann must consider it possible that Bob has learned certain information

that is inconsistent with the information she herself learned. This suggests that, if a type structure

satisfies the common prior assumption, then it also satisfies a mutual absolute continuity condition:

Definition 6.2 (Stuart, 1997). Say a ⇥-based type structure T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I)) is mutually

absolutely continuous if T is countable and, for every pair of (distinct) players i, j 2 I, �i(ti)(⇥⇥
{tj}⇥ T�i�j) > 0 implies �j(tj)(⇥⇥ {ti}⇥ T�i�j) > 0.

Lemma 6.3. Fix a ⇥-based type structure T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I)), where T admits a common prior.

Then, T is mutually absolutely continuous.

Suppose T can be embedded into T ⇤ via (h1, . . . , h|I|). If T ⇤ satisfies the common prior as-

sumption it also satisfies a mutual absolute continuity condition. It follows that, if t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti),

then t⇤i assigns probability zero to ⇥⇥h�i(T�i): If not, it would assign positive probability to some

⇥⇥ {t⇤j}⇥T�i�j with t⇤j 2 hj(Tj), contradicting the fact that h(T ) is a belief-closed subset. In this

case, T induces a decomposition of T ⇤.

Definition 6.3. Fix ⇥-based structures T and T ⇤
. Say T induces a decomposition of T ⇤

(via

(h1, . . . ,h|I|)) if T can be embedded into T ⇤
via (h1, . . . , h|I|) and

Q
i2I T

⇤
i \hi(Ti) is a belief-closed

subset of T ⇤
.

If T induces a decomposition of T ⇤ via (h1, . . . , h|I|), then both
Q

i2I hi(Ti) and
Q

i2I(T
⇤
i \hi(Ti))

are belief-closed subsets of T ⇤. Any belief-closed subset of T ⇤ induces, what we will call, a separable

metrizable type structure, i.e., a structure that di↵ers from Definition 2.1 only in the fact that the

type sets may not be complete. (See Lemma D.1.) We can view the ⇥-based structure T ⇤ as the

union of two metrizable ⇥-based structures: the structure induced by T (which corresponds to

the belief-closed set h(T )) and the di↵erence structure (which corresponds to the belief-closed

set
Q

i2I(T
⇤
i \hi(Ti))).

Fix a ⇥-based game �. If there is an equilibrium associated with the di↵erence structure, the

Extension Property will be satisfied: For each equilibrium of the players’ type structure T , we

can construct an equilibrium of the analyst’s type structure T ⇤ by, essentially, taking the union

of the equilibria in the two substructures. Conversely if, for a given game, there is an equilibrium

associated with the analyst’s structure, then there also must be an equilibrium associated with the

di↵erence structure. (This is by the Pull-Back Property.) Thus:

7This interpretation requires Condition (i) in Definition 6.1. Indeed, for this reason, the type structure must be
countable. This is important from the perspective of Lemma 6.3.
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Proposition 6.1. Fix a Bayesian game (�, T ) that has a Bayesian equilibrium. Suppose T induces

a decomposition of T ⇤
via (h1, . . . , h|I|). Then the following are equivalent:

(i) There is an equilibrium for the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤).

(ii) There is an equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), so that (s⇤1�h1, . . . , s⇤|I|�

h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|).

Putting the above facts together:

Proposition 6.2. Suppose T can be embedded into T ⇤
and there is a Bayesian equilibrium of

(�, T ). If T ⇤
admits a common prior, then the following are equivalent:

(i) hT , T ⇤i satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for �.

(ii) There is an equilibrium for the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤).

Proposition 6.2 implies that, if the analyst’s structure admits a common prior, then a failure of the

Extension Property can only arise if there is no equilibrium of the analyst’s Bayesian game.

6.2 Compact and Continuous Games

In Section 5, we saw that, even in the case of a finite game, the Extension property may fail. Note,

in each of the Examples in Section 5, the players type structure was finite and, so, each equilibrium

of the players’ Bayesian game was a universally measurable equilibrium. Second, there were an

uncountable number of types that are in the analyst’s universal structure but not in the players’

structure—so, the analyst’s structure is “large” relative to the players’ type structure.

This section picks up on these two features. In particular, fix a finite game, viz. �, and an

associated “players’ Bayesian game,” viz. (�, T ). We will see that, if there are (at most) a countable

number of types that are in the analyst’s structure but not the players’ structure, then we will be

able to extend any universally measurable equilibrium of the players’ structure to the analyst’s

structure. Thus, for a finite game, we can only have an extension failure if either (i) there are an

uncountable number of types that are in the analyst’s structure but not the players’ structure, or

(ii) the original equilibrium (i.e., which we are trying to extend) is not universally measurable.

Proposition 6.3. Suppose T can be embedded into T ⇤
via (h1, . . . , h|I|) and each T ⇤

i \hi(Ti) is

(at most) countable. If � is compact and continuous and (s1, . . . , s|I|) is a universally measurable

equilibrium of (�, T ), then there exists a Bayesian Equilibrium, viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), of (�, T

⇤) so that

(s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|).

We give the idea of the proof. Doing so will highlight the role of the requirements that each

T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) is countable and that the equilibrium is universally measurable.

Fix a universally measurable equilibrium (s1, . . . , s|I|) of the Bayesian game (�, T ). We construct

a certain game of complete information, viz. G, that depends on the game � and the equilibrium
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(s1, . . . , s|I|). The players in the game correspond to type in each T ⇤
i \hi(Ti). As such, there are

(at most) a countable number of players in this game. Each such player ti 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) has the

choice set Ci, as in �. The payo↵ functions will be constructed in a specific way. In particular, they

will depend on � and the equilibrium (s1, . . . , s|I|). The complete information game G is compact

and continuous. So, there is a mixed strategy equilibrium of G. This can be used to construct an

equilibrium of (�, T ⇤) that extends the equilibrium (s1, . . . , s|I|).

Take note of two factors: First, the fact that the constructed game G is continuous does not

follow immediately from the fact that � is continuous. First, the payo↵ functions depend on the

equilibrium and the equilibrium may be discontinuous. Second, there may be an infinite (but

countable) number of players in the game; when there are a countable number of players, payo↵

functions may be discontinuous even if the choice set is finite. See Peleg (1969).8

Second, it is important, for this argument, that we begin with a universally measurable equi-

librium (s1, . . . , s|I|),. If not, then, by Lemma A.1, some (id ⇥ s�i) is not µ-measurable for some

µ 2 �(⇥⇥ T�i). Notice, there may be a type t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) so that (i) �⇤

i (t
⇤
i )(⇥⇥ h�i(T�i)) = 1

and (ii) �⇤
i (t

⇤
i )(·|⇥⇥ h�i(T�i)) is the image measure of µ under (id ⇥ h�i). Then for any extension

of s�i, viz. s⇤�i, (id ⇥s⇤�i) is not �
⇤
i (t

⇤
i )-measurable. In this case, we cannot associate an equilibrium

of the complete information game with an equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ).9 Of course,

for a type structure with (at most) a countable number of types, all strategies are measurable. As

such, an equilibrium is a universally measurable equilibrium. This gives the following corollary:

Corollary 6.1. Fix ⇥-based structures T and T ⇤
, so that T can be embedded into T ⇤

. If � is

compact and continuous and T ⇤
is countable, then any equilibrium of (�, T ) can be extended to an

equilibrium of (�, T ⇤).

Appendix A Proofs for Sections 2-3

Lemma A.1. Fix separable metrizable spaces ⌦1,⌦2,�1, and �2. Let f1 : ⌦1 ! �1, f2 : ⌦2 ! �2

and write f : ⌦ ! � for the associated product map.

(i) If f1 and f2 are universally measurable, then f is universally measurable.

(ii) If f is universally measurable, then f1 and f2 are universally measurable.

Proof. Begin with part (i). Assume f1 and f2 are universally measurable. Since ⌦1,⌦2 are

separable and metrizable, B(�1⇥�2) = B(�1)⇥B(�2). Thus, to show f is (BUM(⌦1⇥⌦2),B(�1⇥
�2))-measurable, it su�ces to show that, for each E1 ⇥ E2 2 B(�1) ⇥ B(�2), f�1(E1 ⇥ E2) 2

8Satoru Takahashi pointed us to the fact that, if a game with a countable number of players is (in a sense)
“generated” by a compact and continuous game of incomplete information, then the payo↵ functions are nonetheless
continuous. In so doing, Takahashi generalized a result in a previous version of this paper. We are very much indebted
to Satoru for this contribution.

9There is the question of whether we can instead begin with the weaker requirement that each ⇧i[ci, s�i] is
universally measurable. We do not know. In Appendix D, we point out that our proof of continuity breaks down
with this weaker assumption.
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BUM(⌦1⇥⌦2). By universal measurability of f1, f2, f�1(E1⇥E2) = f�1
1 (E1)⇥f�1

2 (E2) 2 BUM(⌦1)⇥
BUM(⌦2). Since BUM(⌦1)⇥BUM(⌦2) ✓ BUM(⌦) (see, e.g., Fremlin, 2000, page 202), the conclusion

follows.

Now assume that f is universally measurable. Fix some ⌫1 2 �(⌦1) and some E1 2 B(�1). We

will show that there are Borel sets F1, G1 2 B(⌦1) so that F1 ✓ f�1
1 (E1) ✓ G1 and ⌫1(F1) = ⌫1(G1).

Thus, f1 is universally measurable. (And, analogously, for f2.)

Fix !⇤
2 2 ⌦2 and define k : ⌦1 ! ⌦1 ⇥ ⌦2 so that k(!1) = (!1,!

⇤
2). Certainly, k is measurable.

Define µ as the image measure of ⌫1 under k. Since f is universally measurable, there are Borel sets

F,G ✓ B(⌦1 ⇥ ⌦2) so that F ✓ f�1(E1 ⇥ �2) ✓ G and µ(F ) = µ(G). Note that f�1(E1 ⇥ �2) =

f�1
1 (E1)⇥ ⌦2.

Since µ(⌦1⇥{!⇤
2}) = 1, we have that µ(F \ (⌦1⇥{!⇤

2})) = µ(F ) = µ(G) = µ(G\ (⌦1⇥{!⇤
2})),

and F \ (⌦1 ⇥ {!⇤
2}) ✓ f�1

1 (E1) ⇥ {!⇤
2} ✓ G \ (⌦1 ⇥ {!⇤

2}). Define F1 = proj⌦1
(F \ (⌦1 ⇥ {!⇤

2})
and G1 = proj⌦1

(G \ (⌦1 ⇥ {!⇤
2}). Then, F1, G1 2 B(⌦1) (Aliprantis and Border, 2007, Theorem

4.44 and Lemma 4.46) with F1 ✓ f�1
1 (E1) ✓ G1. Moreover, since F \ (⌦1 ⇥ {!⇤

2}) = F1 ⇥ {!⇤
2},

G\(⌦1⇥{!⇤
2}) = G1⇥{!⇤

2}, and µ(⌦1⇥{!⇤
2}) = 1, we have ⌫1(F1) = µ(F1⇥{!⇤

2}) = µ(G1⇥{!⇤
2}) =

⌫1(G1).

Lemma A.2. Fix metrizable spaces ⌦,⌦⇤,�,�⇤, and a Borel measurable mapping f : ⌦ ! ⌦⇤
. Let

g : ⌦ ! � and g⇤ : ⌦⇤ ! �⇤
be such that g = g⇤ � f . For each µ 2 �(⌦), if g⇤ is f(µ)-measurable,

then g is µ-measurable.

Proof. Assume g⇤ is f(µ)-measurable. Then, for E ✓ �⇤ Borel, (g⇤)�1(E) 2 B(⌦⇤; f(µ)). This

says that there are Borel sets X⇤, Y ⇤ ✓ ⌦⇤ with X⇤ ✓ (g⇤)�1(E) ✓ Y ⇤ and f(µ)(X⇤) = f(µ)(Y ⇤).

Then, f�1(X⇤), f�1(Y ⇤) are Borel subsets of ⌦ with f�1(X⇤) ✓ f�1((g⇤)�1(E)) ✓ f�1(Y ⇤) and

µ(f�1(X⇤)) = µ(f�1(Y ⇤)). Note, f�1((g⇤)�1(E)) = g�1(E) so that f�1(X⇤) ✓ g�1(E) ✓ f�1(Y ⇤).

From this g�1(E) 2 B(⌦;µ), as required.

Corollary A.1. Fix metrizable spaces ⌦,⌦⇤
and a Borel measurable mapping f : ⌦ ! ⌦⇤

. Let

g : ⌦ ! R and g⇤ : ⌦⇤ ! R be bounded functions such that g = g⇤ � f . For each µ 2 �(⌦), if g⇤ is

f(µ)-integrable, then g is µ-integrable.

Proposition A.1 (Generalized Pull-Back Property). Suppose T can be mapped to T ⇤
via (h1, . . . , h|I|).

If (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), then (s⇤1 �h1, . . . , s⇤|I| �h|I|) is a Bayesian Equi-

librium of (�, T ).

Proof. Fix a Bayesian equilibrium, viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), of (�, T

⇤). We will show that (s1, . . . , s|I|) =

(s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) is a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ).

Begin with condition (i) of Definition 2.3. Fix some ti 2 Ti and ci and note that, by the fact

that (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is an equilibrium, each ⇧⇤

i [ci, s
⇤
�i] is �⇤

i (hi(ti))-integrable. Note �⇤
i (hi(ti)) is the

image measure of �i(ti) under id ⇥ h�i. Moreover, ⇧⇤
i [ci, s

⇤
�i] � (id ⇥ h�i) = ⇧i[ci, s�i]. Thus, it

follows from Corollary A.1 that ⇧i[ci, s�i] is �i(ti)-integrable.
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Now turn to Condition (ii) of Definition 2.3. Fix some type ti 2 Ti and some choice ci of the

Bayesian game (�, T ). We have that

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[s
⇤
i (hi(ti)), s

⇤
�i � h�i]d�i(ti) =

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇡i(✓, s
⇤
i (hi(ti)), s

⇤
�i(h�i(t�i)))d�i(ti)

=

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, s
⇤
i (hi(ti)), s

⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti))

�
Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti))

=

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(h�i(t�i)))d�i(ti)

=

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇧i[ci, s
⇤
�i � h�i]d�i(ti),

where the second and fourth lines use the Change of Variables Theorem (Billingsley, 2008, Theorem

16.12) plus the fact that (h1, . . . , h|I|) is a type morphism and the third line uses the fact that

(s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium. This establishes condition (ii) of Definition 2.3.

Remark A.1. Call T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) a ⇥-based separable metrizable type structure if it

satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1, with the exception that each Ti may only be a separable

metrizable set. The definitions in Sections 2-3 apply by replacing a ⇥-based type structure with a ⇥-

based separable metrizable type structure. In particular, we can repeat the proof of Proposition A.1

line-for-line and obtain the Generalized Pull-Back Property for separable metrizable type structures.

Appendix B Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Fix a ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) that has no Bayesian Equilib-

rium. Let ✓̂ be a parameter not contained in ⇥ and take ⇥ = ⇥ [ {✓̂}. Construct a ⇥-based game

� = ((Ci,⇡i) : i 2 I) from � = ((Ci,⇡i) : i 2 I): For each i, (i) take Ci = Ci, (ii) take ⇡i restricted

to the domain ⇥⇥ C to be ⇡i, and (iii) take ⇡i(✓̂, ·) = 1.

Write T = (⇥, (T i,�i) : i 2 I). We next construct two type structures. First, write T ⇤ =

(⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i ) : i 2 I), where T ⇤

i = {t⇤i } and �⇤
i (t

⇤
i )(✓̂, t

⇤
�i) = 1 for each i 2 I. Second, construct

T ⇤⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤⇤
i ,�⇤⇤

i ) : i 2 I) as follows: Take T ⇤⇤
i to be the disjoint union of T ⇤

i and T i. For

each ti 2 T i and each E�i ✓ ⇥ ⇥ T ⇤⇤
�i , �⇤⇤

i (ti)(E�i) = �i(ti)(E�i \ (⇥ ⇥ T�i)). For t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i ,

�⇤⇤
i (t⇤i ) = �⇤

i (t
⇤
i ).

Observe that there exists some Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). Moreover, T ⇤ can be embedded

into T ⇤⇤. But there can be no Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤⇤): Suppose there were such an

equilibrium, (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) and define s⇤i to be the restriction of s⇤i to T i. Then (s⇤1, . . . , s

⇤
|I|) would

also be a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ).

Lemma B.1. Fix some µ 2 �(⌦) and some µ-measurable f : ⌦ ! R. Suppose there is Borel

measurable set A ✓ ⌦ so that µ(A) 2 [0, 1). Then, f is (µ(·|⌦\A))-measurable.
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Proof. Fix some E Borel in R. Since f is µ-measurable, there are Borel sets F,G ✓ ⌦ with

F ✓ f�1(E) ✓ G and µ(F ) = µ(G). It su�ces to show that µ(F |⌦\A) = µ(G|⌦\A): Observe that

F\A ✓ G\A and F \A ✓ G \A. From this, µ(F\A)  µ(G\A) and µ(F \A)  µ(G \A). Since

µ(F\A) + µ(F \A) = µ(F ) = µ(G) = µ(G\A) + µ(G \A),

it follows that µ(F\A) = µ(G\A), as desired.

Appendix C Proofs for Section 5

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Fix a ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) where T can be embedded into U(⇥).

First suppose that, for each ⇥-based structure T ⇤, so that T can be embedded into T ⇤, the pair

hT , T ⇤i satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for �. Then certainly this is the case when

T ⇤ = U(⇥). We show that, if the pair hT ,U(⇥)i satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for

�, then the pair hT , T ⇤i also satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for �, where T ⇤ is some

⇥-based structure so that T can be embedded into T ⇤.

To show this, it will be useful to begin with properties of the mappings between these structures.

By assumption, there exists an injective type morphism, viz. (h1, . . . , h|I|), from T to T ⇤. Since

U(⇥) is terminal, there is also a (not necessarily injective) type morphism (l1, . . . , l|I|) from T ⇤ to

U(⇥). Note, the map (l1 � h1, . . . , l|I| � h|I|) is a type morphism from T to U(⇥) = (⇥, (Ui, �i)i2I).

To see this, fix an event E in ⇥⇥ U�i and note that

�i(li(hi(ti)))(E) = �⇤
i (hi(ti))((id ⇥ l�i)

�1(E))

= �i(ti)((id ⇥ h�i)
�1((id ⇥ l�i)

�1(E))),

where the first line uses the fact that (l1, . . . , l|I|) is a type morphism from T ⇤ to U(⇥) and the

second line uses the fact that (h1, . . . , h|I|) is a type morphism from T to T ⇤. So, �i(li(hi(ti)))

is the image measure of �i(ti) under (id ⇥ l�i) � (id ⇥ h�i) = id ⇥ (l�i � h�i), as required. An

implication is that T can be mapped to U(⇥) via (l1 � h1, . . . , l|I| � h|I|).
Now observe that, by assumption, we have an injective type morphism (k1, . . . , k|I|) from T to

U(⇥). We also have that (l1�h1, . . . , l|I|�h|I|) is a type morphism from T to U(⇥). Since U(⇥) is non-

redundant and type morphisms preserve hierarchies of beliefs, it follows that (l1�h1, . . . , l|I|�h|I|) =
(k1, . . . , k|I|), i.e., (l1 � h1, . . . , l|I| � h|I|) is injective.

Let (s1, . . . , s|I|) be a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ). Since hT ,U(⇥)i satisfies the Extension

Property for �, there exists an equilibrium (r1, . . . , r|I|) of (�,U(⇥)) so that (s1, . . . , s|I|) = (r1 �
l1 � h1, . . . , r|I| � l|I| � h|I|). The Pull-Back Property (Proposition 3.1) gives that (s⇤1, . . . , s

⇤
|I|) =

(r1 � l1, . . . , r|I| � l|I|) is an equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). Thus, (s1, . . . , s|I|) = (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|), as
required.

Definition C.1. Call a ⇥-based game � injective if, for each i and each (✓, ci) 2 ⇥ ⇥ Ci,

⇡̂i[ci](✓, ·) :
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj) ! R is injective.
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Note carefully that a ⇥-based game may be injective even if some player’s payo↵ function ⇡i is not

injective. Many games of interest fail the injectivity condition. In fact, we will see that there is a

close connection between injective games and simple games.

Remark C.1. Fix distinct players i and j. Fix some (✓, ci) 2 ⇥⇥Ci and distinct actions of player

j, i.e., cj , dj . Also, if there is some player k 6= i, j, fix c�i�j 2
Q

k 6=i,j Ck (Otherwise, take c�i�j to

be null notation.) Suppose x = ⇡i(✓, ci, ĉj , ĉ�i�j) where (ĉj , ĉ�i�j) 6= (cj , c�i�j), (dj , c�i�j). If the

game is injective, then

x 62 [⇡i(✓, ci, cj , c�i�j),⇡i(✓, ci, dj , c�i�j)].

This fact will be of use. 2

Say a ⇥-based game is non-trivial if |I| � 2 and, for at least two players i, |Ci| � 2.

Lemma C.1. Fix a countable set ⇥ and some non-trivial ⇥-based game �. Then � is simple if

and only if � is injective.

Proof. First suppose that � is simple. Then, for each i, C�i can be written as C�i = {c�i, d�i}.
It follow that, for each (✓, ci), ⇡̂i[ci](✓, c�i) 6= ⇡̂i[ci](✓, d�i). So the game is injective.

Next suppose that the game has some player i with |Ci| � 3. Fix some pair (✓, c�i) 2 ⇥⇥ C�i

and some player j 6= i. Observe that there must be distinct choices of player i, namely ci, di, ei, so

that ⇡j(✓, ei, c�i) 2 [⇡j(✓, ci, c�i),⇡j(✓, di, c�i)]. By Remark C.1, the game is not injective.

c2 d2
c1 x1 x2

d1 x3 x4

Figure C.1: Non-Simple Game

Third, suppose, contra hypothesis that that |I| � 3 and the game is injective. Let |C1| = |C2| =
2. Fix some pair (✓, c�1�2) 2 ⇥ ⇥ proj k 62{1,2}Ck and some player j 62 {1, 2}. Figure C.1 depicts

⇡j(✓, ·, c�1�2). Suppose, contra hypothesis, that the game satisfies injectivity. This immediately

gives that x1 6= x2 and x3 6= x4. Without loss of generality, assume that x4 > x3. By Remark

C.1, x1, x2 62 [x3, x4]. It follows that either (i) x4 > x3 > x1 > x2, (ii) x4 > x3 > x2 > x1,

(iii) x1 > x2 > x3 > x4, or (iv) x2 > x1 > x3 > x4. In the first two cases, x3 2 [x2, x4] and in the

latter two cases x3 2 [x4, x2]. Again applying Remark C.1, this contradicts injectivity.

Lemma C.2. Fix a Bayesian Game (�, T ), where � is simple. For each (ci, s�i) 2 Ci ⇥ S�i and

each µi 2 �(⇥⇥ T�i), ⇧i[ci, s�i] is µi-measurable if and only if (id ⇥ s�i) is µi-measurable.

Proof. Fix a Bayesian Game (�, T ), where � is simple and recall it is injective. Fix also a strategy

profile s�i : T�i !
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj). We will show that, for each ci 2 Ci and µi 2 �(⇥ ⇥ T�i),

(id ⇥ s�i) is µi-measurable if and only if ⇧i[ci, s�i] is µi-measurable. Observe that if (id ⇥ s�i) is

µi-measurable then ⇧i[ci, s�i] is µi-measurable. (Use the fact that ⇧i[ci, s�i] = ⇡̂i[ci]�(id⇥s�i) and
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⇡̂i[ci] is measurable.) So we will suppose that ⇧i[ci, s�i] is µi-measurable and show that (id ⇥ s�i)

is µi-measurable.

For this, let F 2 B(⇥⇥
Q

j2I\{i}�(Cj)) and, for each ✓ 2 ⇥, write F✓ = F
T
({✓}⇥

Q
j2I\{i}�(Cj)).

It su�ces to show that each (id ⇥ s�i)�1(F✓) 2 B(⇥ ⇥ T�i;µi). If so, then, using the fact that ⇥

is at most countable, (id ⇥ s�i)�1(F ) =
S

✓2⇥(id ⇥ s�i)�1(F✓) is also in B(⇥⇥ T�i;µi).

Fix some F✓ = F
T
({✓} ⇥

Q
j2I\{i}�(Cj)) and write G✓ = ⇡̂i[ci](F✓). It follows from the

fact that ⇡̂i[ci](✓, ·) is measurable and injective that G✓ ✓ R is measurable. (Use Purves’ Theorem,

Purves, 1966). Using the fact that⇧i[ci, s�i] is µi-measurable, it then follows that (⇧i[ci, s�i])�1(G✓)\
({✓}⇥ T�i) 2 B(⇥⇥ T�i;µi).

With this, it su�ces to show that

(⇧i[ci, s�i])
�1(G✓) \ ({✓}⇥ T�i) = (id ⇥ s�i)

�1(F✓).

Certainty, if (✓, s�i(t�i)) 2 F✓ then ⇡̂i[ci](✓, s�i(t�i)) 2 G✓. From this ⇧i[ci, s�i](✓, t�i) 2 G✓ as

desired. Conversely, suppose ⇧i[ci, s�i](✓, t�i) 2 G✓. Then ⇡̂i[ci](✓, s�i(t�i)) 2 G✓. Thus, there

exist some ��i so that (✓,��i) 2 F✓ so that ⇡̂i[ci](✓,��i) = ⇡̂i[ci](✓, s�i(t�i)). By injectivity,

s�i(t�i) = ��i. Thus, (✓, t�i) 2 (id ⇥ s�i)�1(F✓).

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Immediate from Lemma C.2

Lemma C.3. Fix ⇥-based type structures, T and T ⇤
, so that T can be mapped to T ⇤

via (h1, . . . , h|I|).

For every universally measurable Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), (s

⇤
1�h1, . . . , s⇤|I|�

h|I|) is a universally measurable Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ).

Proof. Let (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) be universally measurable Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤). By Proposition

A.1, (s1, . . . , s|I|) = (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s
⇤
|I| � h|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium. We will show that each si

is µ-measurable, for each µ 2 �(Ti). Fix µ and let µ⇤ = hi(µ). Since (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is universally

measurable, s⇤i is µ⇤-measurable. Then, by Lemma A.2, si is µ-measurable.

Appendix D Proofs for Section 6

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Since each hi is an embedding, each hi(Ti) 2 B(Ti). From this, for each

i, ⇥⇥ h�i(T�i) 2 B(⇥⇥ T�i). So, by definition of a type morphism, for any hi(ti) 2 hi(Ti),

�⇤
i (hi(ti))(⇥⇥

Y

j2I\{i}

hj(Tj)) = �i(ti)(⇥⇥ T�i) = 1,

as desired.

Proof of Lemma 6.2. Suppose that T can be embedded into T ⇤ via (h1, . . . , h|I|). Define

h⇤i = h�1
i ; this is well-defined, since hi is bijective. Moreover, (h⇤1, . . . , h

⇤
|I|) is an injective type

morphism and so T ⇤ can be embedded into T .
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Fix a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ), viz. (s1, . . . , s|I|). By the Pull-Back Property (Proposition

3.1), (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) = (s1 � h⇤1, . . . , s|I| � h⇤|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ). Moreover, s⇤i � hi =

si � h⇤i � hi = si, as required.

Proofs Section 6.1

Proof of Lemma 6.3. Now, let µ be a common prior for T . Fix distinct players i and j and

note that

�i(ti)(⇥⇥ {tj}⇥ T�i�j) =
µ(⇥⇥ {ti}⇥ {tj}⇥ T�i�j)

µ(⇥⇥ {ti}⇥ T�i�j)
.

So, �i(ti)(⇥⇥ {tj}⇥ T�i�j) > 0 if and only if µ(⇥⇥ {ti}⇥ {tj}⇥ T�i�j) > 0. But, an analogous

argument for j gives that �j(tj)(⇥⇥{ti}⇥T�i�j) > 0 if and only if µ(⇥⇥{ti}⇥{tj}⇥T�i�j) > 0.

This establishes the result.

The next result refers to separable metrizable type structures. See Remark A.1.

Lemma D.1. Fix a ⇥-based type structure T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I). Let

Q|I|
i=1 T̂i be a belief-closed

subset of T . Then, there is a ⇥-based separable metrizable type structure

T̂ = (⇥, (T̂i, �̂i)i2I),

where, for each ti 2 T̂i and each event E�i ✓ ⇥⇥ T̂�i, �̂i(ti)(E�i) = �i(ti)(E�i).

Proof. Since we endow each T̂i with the relative topology, we have that each T̂i is separable

metrizable. Moreover, since ⇥⇥ T̂�i is Borel in ⇥⇥ T̂�i, it follows that any set E�i ✓ ⇥⇥ T̂�i that

is Borel in ⇥⇥ T̂�i is also Borel in ⇥⇥ T�i. (See Lemma 4.20 in Aliprantis and Border, 2007.) So,

using the fact that, for each ti 2 T̂i, �i(ti)(⇥⇥ T̂�i) = 1, �̂i(ti) is a probability measure on ⇥⇥ T̂�i.

Thus, it su�ces to show that �̂i is measurable.

Fix some F Borel in �(⇥ ⇥ T̂�i). Define H ✓ �(⇥ ⇥ T�i) so that ⌫ 2 H if and only if there

exists some µ 2 F so that µ(E�i) = ⌫(E�i) for each event E�i in ⇥⇥ T̂�i. It follows from Lemma

14.4 in Aliprantis and Border (2007) that H is Borel in �(⇥ ⇥ T�i). It is immediate from the

construction that (�̂i)�1(F ) = (�i)�1(H) \ T̂i. So, using the fact that �i is measurable, (�̂i)�1(F )

is measurable, as required.

Lemma D.2. Fix ⇥-based Bayesian games (�, T ) and (�, T ⇤) where

(i) T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) is a separable metrizable type structure and

(ii) T can be embedded in T ⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i )i2I) via (h1, . . . , h|I|).

Let (s1, . . . , s|I|) (resp. (s
⇤
1, . . . , s

⇤
|I|) ) be a strategy profile of (�, T ) (resp. (�, T ⇤)) so that si = s⇤i �hi

for each i. If ⇧i[ci, s�i] is �i(ti)-measurable, then ⇧⇤
i [ci, s

⇤
�i] is �⇤

i (hi(ti)) measurable.

Proof. Fix some hi(ti) 2 hi(Ti) ✓ T ⇤
i . Fix also some ci 2 Ci and some Borel E ✓ R. We will show

that (⇧⇤
i [ci, s

⇤
�i])

�1(E) 2 B(⇥⇥ T ⇤
�i;�

⇤
i (hi(ti))).
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By assumption, (⇧i[ci, s�i])�1(E) is in B(⇥ ⇥ T�i;�i(ti)). That is, there exists F�i, G�i 2
B(⇥⇥ T�i) so that

F�i ✓ (⇧i[ci, s�i])
�1(E) ✓ G�i

and �i(ti)(F�i) = �i(ti)(G�i). Since (id ⇥h�i) is bimeasurable, (id ⇥h�i)(F�i), (id ⇥h�i)(G�i) 2
B(⇥⇥ T ⇤

�i). Moreover,

(id ⇥ h�i)(F�i) ✓ (id ⇥ h�i)((⇧i[ci, s�i])
�1(E)) ✓ (id ⇥ h�i)(G�i)

and, using the fact that (id ⇥ h�i) is injective,

�⇤
i (hi(ti))((id ⇥ h�i)(F�i)) = �i(ti)(F�i) = �i(ti)(G�i) = �⇤

i (hi(ti))((id ⇥ h�i)(G�i)).

Now notice that

(id ⇥ h�i)((⇧i[ci, s�i])
�1(E)) = (⇧⇤

i [ci, s
⇤
�i])

�1(E) \ (⇥⇥ h�i(T�i)).

This allows us to conclude that (⇧⇤
i [ci, s

⇤
�i])

�1(E) \ (⇥⇥ h�i(T�i)) is �⇤
i (hi(ti)) measurable.

Since (⇧⇤
i [ci, s

⇤
�i])

�1(E)\(⇥⇥h�i(T�i)) is �⇤
i (hi(ti)) measurable, there exists F ⇤

�i, G
⇤
�i in B(⇥⇥

T ⇤
�i) with

F ⇤
�i ✓ (⇧⇤

i [ci, s
⇤
�i])

�1(E) \ (⇥⇥ h�i(T�i)) ✓ G⇤
�i

and �⇤
i (hi(ti))(F

⇤
�i) = �⇤

i (hi(ti))(G
⇤
�i). Take H⇤

�i = ⇥ ⇥ (T ⇤
�i\h�i(T�i))). Since (id ⇥ h�i) is

bimeasurable, G⇤
�i [H⇤

�i is Borel. Thus,

F ⇤
�i ✓ (⇧⇤

i [ci, s
⇤
�i])

�1(E) ✓ G⇤
�i [H⇤

�i.

Moreover, since H⇤
�i is �

⇤
i (hi(ti))-null, �

⇤
i (hi(ti))(F

⇤
�i) = �⇤

i (hi(ti))(G
⇤
�i [H⇤

�i).

Suppose T induces a decomposition of T ⇤ via (h1, . . . , h|I|). Then the
Q

i2I(T
⇤
i \hi(Ti)) is a belief-

closed subset of T . By Lemma D.1, this induces a separable metrizable type structure. Write

(T ⇤\T ) = (⇥, (T ⇤
i \hi(Ti),�

O
i )i2I),

for this structure; we call it a di↵erence structure. Here, �O
i (t

⇤
i )(E

O
�i) = �⇤

i (t
⇤
i )(E

O
�i) for each

event EO
�i in ⇥⇥

Q
j 6=i(T

⇤
j \hj(Tj)).

Lemma D.3. Fix a ⇥-based Bayesian game (�, T ) that has an equilibrium. If T induces a decom-

position of T ⇤
via (h1, . . . , h|I|), then the following are equivalent:

(i) There is an equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤), viz. (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), so that (s⇤1�h1, . . . , s⇤|I|�

h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|).

(ii) There is an equilibrium of the di↵erence game (�, (T ⇤\T )).
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Proof. Suppose T induces a decomposition of T ⇤ via (h1, . . . , h|I|). Observe that the di↵erence

structure (T ⇤\T ) can be embedded into T ⇤.

The fact that (i) implies (ii) is immediate: Since there is an equilibrium of (�, T ) and hT , T ⇤i
satisfies the Equilibrium Extension Property for �, it follows that there exists an equilibrium of

(�, T ⇤). So, by the Generalized Pull-Back Property (Remark A.1), there is an equilibrium of

(�, (T ⇤\T )).

We focus on showing that (ii) implies (i): Let (s1, . . . , s|I|) be an equilibrium of (�, T ) and let

(sO1 , . . . , s
O
|I|) be an equilibrium of the di↵erence game (�, (T ⇤\T )). Construct a strategy, viz. s⇤i ,

for (�, T ⇤), as follows. For each ti 2 Ti, let s⇤i (hi(ti)) = si(ti). (This is well-defined since each

hi is injective.) For each t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti), let s⇤i (t

⇤
i ) = sOi (t

⇤
i ). We now show that the constructed

(s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is a Bayesian equilibrium for (�, T ⇤). Condition (i) of Definition 2.3 follows from

Lemma D.2. Thus we focus on Condition (ii) of Definition 2.3.

First, fix a type hi(ti) 2 hi(Ti). For an action ci 2 Ci, the Change of Variables Theorem (e.g.,

Billingsley, 2008, Theorem 16.12) gives that

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti)) =

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s�i(t�i))d�i(ti).

So, using the fact that (s1, . . . , s|I|) is a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ),

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, s
⇤
i (hi(ti)), s

⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti)) �

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti)), (3)

for all ci. Likewise, given a type t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) and a choice ci 2 Ci,

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (t

⇤
i ) =

Z

⇥⇥
Q

j 6=i T
⇤
j \hj(Tj)

⇡i(✓, ci, s
O
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

O
i (t

⇤
i ).

So, using the fact that (sO1 , . . . , s
O
|I|) is a Bayesian Equilibrium of (�, T ⇤\T ),

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, s
⇤
i (t

⇤
i ), s

⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (t

⇤
i ) �

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (t

⇤
i ), (4)

for all strategies ci. Taking Equations 3-4, establishes Condition (ii) of Definition 2.3.

Proof of Proposition 6.1. Suppose hT , T ⇤i satisfies the Extension Property for �. Then it is

immediate that there is an equilibrium for the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤). Conversely, suppose there is

an equilibrium for the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤). By the Pull-Back Property (Proposition 3.1), there

is an equilibrium for the di↵erence game (�, (T ⇤\T )). Now, using Lemma D.3, hT , T ⇤i satisfies the
Equilibrium Extension Property for �.

Proof of Proposition 6.2. Immediate from Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 6.1.
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Proofs for Section 6.2

This appendix is devoted to proving Proposition 6.3. Throughout, we make use of the following

notational conventions: Given sets ⌦1, . . . ,⌦|I| and some subset K ✓ {1, . . . , |I|}, write ⌦K =
Q

k2K ⌦k and write !K for a profile in ⌦K . Likewise, given maps f1, . . . , f|I|, where each fi : ⌦i !
�i, write fK : ⌦K ! �K for the associated product map.

Suppose T = (⇥, (Ti,�i)i2I) can be embedded into T ⇤ = (⇥, (T ⇤
i ,�

⇤
i )i2I) via (h1, . . . , h|I|).

By Lemma 6.2, it su�ces to assume that some hi is not surjective. So, some T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) is non-

empty. Moreover, we assume that each T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) is (at most) countable (and possibly empty).

Order players so that (a) for each i = 1, . . . , J , T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) 6= ; and (b) for each i = J + 1, . . . , |I|,

T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) = ; (if J < |I|). For each i = 1, . . . , J , write M(i) for the cardinality of T ⇤

i \hi(Ti) and

m(i) for some element of T ⇤
i \hi(Ti). By assumption, M(i) is (at most) countable.

Consider a ⇥-based compact and continuous game � = ((Ci,⇡i)i2I). Throughout this appendix,

we fix a universally measurable equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ), viz. (s1, . . . , s|I|). We

want to show that there is a universally measurable equilibrium of the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤), viz.

(s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|), with (s1, . . . , s|I|) = (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|).

Section 6.2 gives the idea of the proof. In particular, we begin by constructing the game of

complete information, namely G. The game has a finite or countable number of players, corre-

sponding to
SJ

i=1 T
⇤
i \hi(Ti). The choice set for a player m(i) 2 T ⇤

i \hi(Ti) is Ci. Write Ci for the

set [Ci]M(i), so that C =
QJ

i=1 Ci is the set of choice profiles in this game. Note, we can think of
�!c i = (c1i , c

2
i , . . .) 2 Ci as a mapping �!c i : T ⇤

i \hi(Ti) ! Ci. So, when we write �!c i(t⇤i ) we mean the

t⇤i -th component of �!c i = (c1i , c
2
i , . . .). Likewise, given a subset of players K ✓ {1, . . . , J}, we can

think of the mapping �!c K :
Q

i2K(T ⇤
i \hi(Ti)) ! CK . Write �!c K(t⇤K) for the profile in CK with

�!c K(t⇤K) = (�!c i(t⇤i ) : i 2 K). Note, we endow T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) with the discrete topology and so the

mapping �!c i is continuous.

We now want to define a payo↵ function um(i) : C ! R for player m(i) (in the game G). To do

so, it will be useful to first define auxiliary (payo↵) functions for m(i) that depend on subsets of

players. The function um(i) will be, e↵ectively, the sum of these auxiliary functions.

Fix some player i and consider a subsetK of players not containing i, i.e., someK ✓ {1, . . . , J}\{i}.
Write Kc = {1, . . . , I}\(K [{i}), i.e., all players that are not in K [{i}. Let us give the loose idea:
We will construct a function vm(i)[K] that takes choice profiles for members of K and a choice for

m(i), and maps it into a payo↵ for player m(i). When we do so, we will assume that players in

Kc (if there are any) play according to the equilibrium profile. For instance, if I = J = 3 and

i = 1, then we can have K be either ;, {2}, {3}, or {2, 3}. Consider the case of K = {2}. We will

have vm(1)[{2}] : C1 ⇥ C2 ! R, so that we are computing expected payo↵s for m(1) when types for

player 2 are in T ⇤
2 \h2(T2) and types for player 3 are in h3(T3). Because (for this subset K) types

for player 2 are in T ⇤
2 \h2(T2), vm(1)[{2}] maps a choice for player m(1) plus choices for players in

T ⇤
2 \h2(T2), i.e., C1 ⇥ C2, into a payo↵. Because (for this subset K) types for player 3 are in h3(T3),

we assume they play according to the given equilibrium.

Once we have the functions vm(i)[K] for all subsets K ✓ {1, . . . , J}\{i}, we can extend these
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functions to a function um(i) : C ! R. Specifically, set um(i) =
P

K✓J [vm(i)[K] � proj Ci⇥CK ], where

we write proj Ci⇥CK : C ! Ci ⇥ CK for the projection map. The functions um(i) are the payo↵

functions for the game G.

Now, let’s specify the functions vm(i)[K]. To do so, it will be useful to recall that, for each j =

1, . . . , |I|, hj : Tj ! T ⇤
j is injective and bimeasurable. As such, we can define a bimeasurable map

gj : hj(Tj) ! Tj so that gj(hj(tj)) = tj . Now, fix a K ✓ {1, . . . , J}\{i}. Let vm(i)[K] : Ci⇥CK ! R
be such that

vm(i)[K](ci,
�!c K) =

Z

⇥⇥
Q

j2K(T ⇤
j \hj(Tj))⇥hKc (TKc )

⇡i(✓, ci,
�!c K(t⇤K), sKc(gKc(t⇤Kc)))d�⇤

i (m(i)).

(Note, ifK = ;, then we take the convention that ⇥⇥
Q

j2K(T ⇤
j \hj(Tj))⇥hKc(TKc) = ⇥⇥hKc(TKc)

so that vm(i)[K] reduces to a mapping from Ci to R. If Kc = ;, then we take the convention

that ⇥ ⇥
Q

j2K(T ⇤
j \hj(Tj)) ⇥ hKc(TKc) = ⇥ ⇥

Q
j2K(T ⇤

j \hj(Tj)), so that vm(i)[K] reduces with

sKc(gKc(t⇤Kc)) no longer being a factor.)

We begin by showing that each vm(i)[K] is continuous. For this, we will need a mathematical

result.

Lemma D.4. Fix metrizable spaces ⌦1,⌦2. Let µ 2 �(⌦2) and f : ⌦1 ⇥ ⌦2 ! R be a bounded

function so that each f(!1, ·) : ⌦2 ! R is µ-measurable and each f(·,!2) : ⌦1 ! R is continuous.

Define F : ⌦1 ! R so that

F (!1) =

Z

E2

f(!1,!2)dµ,

where E2 2 B(⌦2). Then, F is a bounded continuous function.

Proof. The fact that F is bounded follows directly from the fact that f is bounded and µ(E2)  1.

We focus on showing that F is continuous. For this, fix a sequence (!n
1 : n = 1, 2, . . .) contained in

⌦1 and suppose !n
1 ! !⇤

1. To show that F is continuous, it su�ces to show that F (!n
1 ) ! F (!⇤

1).

Write f⇤(·) : ⌦2 ! R for the !⇤
1-section of the map f . Also, for each n, write fn(·) : ⌦2 ! R

for the !n
1 -section of the map f . By assumption, each of f⇤, f1, f2, . . . is µ-measurable. Moreover,

since f is bounded, f⇤ is bounded and the sequence (fn : n = 1, 2, . . .) is uniformly bounded. Given

this, it su�ces to show that pointwise fn ! f⇤ (that is, fn(!2) ! f⇤(!2), for all !2 2 ⌦2 ) If

so, then, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, F (!n
1 ) ! F (!⇤

1). (See Aliprantis and Border,

2007, page 407.)

To show that fn ! f⇤: Note that !n
1 ! !⇤

1. It follows from the fact that each f(·,!2) is

continuous that fn ! f⇤.

Lemma D.5. For each m(i) 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) and each K ✓ {1, . . . , J}\{i}, vm(i)[K] : Ci ⇥ CK ! R is

continuous.

Proof. Define a mapping fi[K] : Ci ⇥ CK ⇥⇥⇥
Q

j2K(T ⇤
j \hj(Tj))⇥ hKc(TKc) ! R so that

fi[K](ci,
�!c K , ✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC ) = ⇡i(✓, ci,

�!c K(t⇤K), sKc(gKc(t⇤Kc))).
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Certainly, then, fi[K] is bounded. We will show that each fi[K](ci,
�!c K , ·) is universally measurable

and each fi[K](·, ✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC ) is continuous. Then the result follows from Lemma D.4 and the fact

that

vm(i)[K](ci,
�!c K) =

Z

⇥⇥(
Q

j2K(T ⇤
j \hj(Tj)))⇥hKc (TKc )

fi[K](ci,
�!c K , ✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC )d�

⇤
i (m(i)).

First we show that, for each (ci,
�!c K), fi[K](ci,

�!c K , ·) is universally measurable: Write

Fi[ci,
�!c K ] : ⇥⇥

Y

j2K
(T ⇤

j \hj(Tj))⇥ hKc(TKc) ! ⇥⇥ {ci}⇥ CK ⇥
Y

j2KC

�(Cj)

for the mapping (✓, t⇤K , t⇤Kc) 7! (✓, ci,
�!c K(t⇤K), sKc(gKc(t⇤Kc))). To show that fi[K](ci,

�!c K , ·)
is universally measurable, it su�ces to show that Fi[ci,

�!c K ] is universally measurable: Then

fi[K](ci,
�!c K , ·) = ⇡i � Fi[ci,

�!c K ] is the composite of universally measurable maps and so uni-

versally measurable.

To see that Fi[ci,
�!c K ] is universally measurable: Applying Lemma A.1 and the fact that each

sj is universally measurable, sKc is universally measurable. So, the restriction of sKc to the

domain hKc(TKc) is universally measurable. Now, note that Fi[ci,
�!c K ] is the product of universally

measurable maps, each of which has a separable metrizable domain. So, again applying Lemma

A.1, Fi[ci,
�!c K ] is universally measurable.

Next we show that, for each (✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC ), fi[K](·, ✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC ) is continuous: For this, suppose that

(cni ,
�!c n

K) ! (ci,
�!c K). Then, note that (✓, cni ,

�!c n
K(t⇤K), sKc(gKc(t⇤Kc))) ! (✓, ci,

�!c K(t⇤K), sKc(gKc(t⇤Kc))).

So, using the continuity of ⇡i, fi[K](cni ,
�!c n

K , ✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC ) ! fi[K](ci,
�!c K , ✓, t⇤K , t⇤KC ), as required.

Note, the proof of Lemma D.5 explicitly uses the fact that each si is universally measurable. We

do not know if it would attain, if we instead assumed that each ⇧i[ci, s�i] is universally measurable.

Lemma D.6. The map um(i) is continuous.

Proof. Each proj Ci⇥CK is a continuous function. So, by Lemma D.5, each vm(i)[K] � proj Ci⇥CK is

a continuous function. Thus, um(i) is a finite sum of continuous functions and so continuous.

Write Di for the set [�(Ci)]M(i) write �!� i for an arbitrary element of Di. Take D =
QJ

i=1Di

and write �!� = (�!� 1, . . . ,
�!� j) for an arbitrary element of D. For a given player m(i), take D�m(i) to

be [�(Ci)](M(i)�1)⇥
Q

j 6=iDj if M(i) is finite and D otherwise. Note, if M(i) is (countably) infinite

D�m(i) = D. An arbitrary element of D�m(i) will be denoted as �!� �m(i).

Extend payo↵ functions to um(i) : D ! R in the usual way. Note, the extended functions remain

continuous. (Use, e.g., Fristedt and Gray, 1996, Theorem 20, Chapter 18 and the definition of weak

convergence.)

Lemma D.7. There exists some mixed choice equilibrium for the game G.

Proof. For each player m(i), define a best response correspondence BRm(i) : D�m(i) ⇣ �(Ci) so
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that

BRm(i)(
�!� �m(i)) = {�m(i) 2 argmaxum(i)(·,�!� �m(i))}.

Extend this correspondence to a best response correspondence BRm(i) : D ⇣ D so that

BRm(i)(�m(i),
�!� �m(i)) = BRm(i)(

�!� �m(i))⇥D�m(i).

Define BR : D ⇣ D so that BR (�!� ) =
TJ

i=1

TM(i)
m(i)=1 BRm(i)(

�!� ). To show that there is a mixed

strategy equilibrium of the game G, it su�ces to show that there is a fixed point of BR .

To show that there is a fixed point of BR , we will apply the Glicksberg’s (1952) Theorem. For

this, it su�ces to show that D is a non-empty, compact, convex subset of a convex Hausdor↵ linear

topological space and that BR has a closed graph and is non-empty convex valued.

Note that each �(Ci) is a non-empty, compact, convex subset of a convex Hausdor↵ linear

topological space. So, D satisfies the desired conditions. We focus on the properties of BR .

First, we show that BR has a closed graph: By Berge’s Maximum Theorem (see 17.31 in

Aliprantis and Border, 2007), each BRm(i) is compact valued and upper-hemicontinuous. It follows

that BRm(i) is a compact valued and upper-hemicontinuous correspondence to a Hausdor↵ space.

So, applying Theorem 17.10 in Aliprantis and Border (2007), it follows that BRm(i) has a closed

graph. By Theorem 17.25 in Aliprantis and Border (2007) that BR has a closed graph.

Next we show that BR is non-empty convex valued: By Berge’s Maximum Theorem (see 17.31 in

Aliprantis and Border, 2007), for eachm(i), BRm(i) is non-empty valued. It is standard that BRm(i)

is convex valued. (This follows from the fact that payo↵s are linear in mixtures of probabilities of

choices.) It follows from construction then that BRm(i) and BR are non-empty valued.

In what follows, we fix strategies r⇤i of (�, T ⇤) satisfying r⇤i �hi = si. Note, such strategies are well

defined since hi is injective. If T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) 6= ;, then given some r⇤i we write �!r ⇤

i for (r⇤i (1), r
⇤
i (2), . . .),

i.e., the associated element of Di played by types in T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) under r⇤i . A standard argument

establishes the next remark.

Remark D.1. Fix some m(i) 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti). For any (r⇤1, . . . , r

⇤
|I|) with (r⇤1 � h1, . . . , r

⇤
|I| � h|I|) =

(s1, . . . , s|I|), Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇧⇤
i [r

⇤
i (m(i)), r⇤�i]d�

⇤
i (m(i)) = um(i)(

�!r ⇤
1, . . . ,

�!r ⇤
j ).

Conversely, given some (�!� 1, . . . ,
�!� j) 2 D, there is a unique strategy profile (r⇤1, . . . , r

⇤
|I|) with

(�!r ⇤
1, . . . ,

�!r ⇤
j ) = (�!� 1, . . . ,

�!� j) and (r⇤1 � h1, . . . , r⇤|I| � h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|). In this case,

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇧⇤
i [r

⇤
i (m(i)), r⇤�i]d�

⇤
i (m(i)) = um(i)(

�!� 1, . . . ,
�!� j).

Lemma D.8. Let ⌦,⌦⇤
be Polish. If f : ⌦ ! ⌦⇤

is an embedding, then f maps sets in BUM(⌦) to

sets in BUM(⌦⇤).
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Proof. Fix some E 2 BUM(⌦) and some µ⇤ 2 �(⌦⇤). We will show that f(E) is µ⇤-measurable.

Note that f(⌦) 2 B(⌦⇤), since f is an embedding. Thus, if µ⇤(f(⌦)) = 0, then ; ✓ f(E) ✓ f(⌦)

with µ⇤(;) = µ⇤(f(⌦)) = 0, i.e., f(E) 2 B(⌦⇤;µ⇤). As such, take µ⇤(f(⌦)) > 0.

For each G 2 B(⌦), set µ(G) = µ⇤(f(G))
µ⇤(f(⌦)) . Given that f is injective (and, so, bimeasurable) this

is well-defined and defines a probability measure µ 2 �(⌦). Given that E 2 BUM(⌦), there exist

X,Y 2 B(⌦) so that X ✓ E ✓ Y and µ(X) = µ(Y ). Since f is bimeasurable, f(X), f(Y ) 2 B(⌦⇤).

By construction, f(X) ✓ f(E) ✓ f(Y ) with µ⇤(f(X)) = µ⇤(f(Y )), as required.

Proof of Proposition 6.3. Fix a universally measurable equilibrium (s1, . . . , s|I|) of the Bayesian

game (�, T ). As above, construct the game G (based on (s1, . . . , s|I|)). By Lemma D.7, there

exists a mixed choice profile, viz. (�!� 1, . . . ,
�!� j), that is an equilibrium for the game G. Now, by

Remark D.1, we can find a strategy profile (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) so that (�!s ⇤

1, . . . ,
�!s ⇤

j ) = (�!� 1, . . . ,
�!� j) and

(s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|). We will show that (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is a universally equilibrium

for the Bayesian game (�, T ⇤).

First we show that each s⇤i is universally measurable. Fix a Borel Ei in �(Ci) and note that

(s⇤i )
�1(Ei) = hi((si)

�1(Ei)) [ {t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) : s

⇤
i (t

⇤
i ) 2 Ei}.

Since si is universally measurable, (si)�1(Ei) is a universally measurable set. Using the fact that hi

is an embedding and Lemma D.8, hi((si)�1(Ei)) is a universally measurable set. Next, notice that

T ⇤
i \hi(Ti) is countable (and possibly empty); so {t⇤i 2 T ⇤

i \hi(Ti) : s⇤i (t
⇤
i ) 2 Ei} is Borel. It follows

that (s⇤i )
�1(Ei) is the union of two universally measurable sets and so universally measurable.

Now we show Condition (ii) of Definition 2.3: First, fix some type hi(ti) 2 hi(Ti). Notice that,

for each ci 2 Ci,

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, s
⇤
i (hi(ti)), s

⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti)) =

Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇡i(✓, s
⇤
i (hi(ti)), s

⇤
�i(h�i(t�i)))d�i(ti)

�
Z

⇥⇥T�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(h�i(t�i)))d�i(ti)

=

Z

⇥⇥T ⇤
�i

⇡i(✓, ci, s
⇤
�i(t

⇤
�i))d�

⇤
i (hi(ti)),

where the first and last lines use the Change of Variables Theorem (Billingsley, 2008, Theorem

16.12 plus the fact that h�i is injective, and the second line uses the fact that the fact that

(s1, . . . , s|I|) = (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) is an equilibrium for the Bayesian game (�, T ).

Next, fix some type t⇤i 2 T ⇤
i \hi(Ti), if one exists. Here, Condition (ii) follows from Remark D.1

and the fact that (�!� 1, . . . ,
�!� i) is an equilibrium of the constructed strategic form game G.

Thus, we have that (s⇤1, . . . , s
⇤
|I|) is a universally measurable Bayesian equilibrium of (�, T ⇤).

Moreover, (s⇤1 � h1, . . . , s⇤|I| � h|I|) = (s1, . . . , s|I|), as required.
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